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Abstract: We present a fully automated implementation of next-to-leading order elec-
troweak (NLO EW) corrections in the OpenLoops matrix-element generator combined
with the Sherpa and Munich Monte Carlo frameworks. The process-independent charac-
ter of the implemented algorithms opens the door to NLO QCD+EW simulations for a vast
range of Standard Model processes, up to high particle multiplicity, at current and future
colliders. As a first application, we present NLO QCD+EW predictions for the production
of positively charged on-shell W bosons in association with up to three jets at the Large
Hadron Collider. At the TeV energy scale, due to the presence of large Sudakov logarithms,
EW corrections reach the 20–40% level and play an important role for searches of physics
beyond the Standard Model. The dependence of NLO EW effects on the jet multiplicity is
investigated in detail, and we find that W+ multijet final states feature genuinely different
EW effects as compared to the case of W + 1 jet.
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1 Introduction
The production of a W boson in association with jets represents one of the most prominent
classes of processes at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Thanks to the high cross section
and clean experimental signature, W+ jet production can be probed with high accuracy
over a wide range of jet multiplicities and energy scales [1–6]. Such measurements pro-
vide a powerful testing ground for the Standard Model as well as for perturbative QCD
methods and tools that build the fundament of all theoretical simulations of high-energy
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collisions at hadron colliders. The process pp→W+ jets represents also an important back-
ground to various benchmark Standard Model reactions, such as tt¯, single-top, diboson and
Higgs-boson production. Moreover W+ multijet production is the dominant background
in several searches of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) that are based on signa-
tures with leptons, missing energy, and jets. In this context, precise theoretical predictions
and reliable uncertainty estimates for the W+ multijet background can play a critical role
for the precision of the measurements and the sensitivity to new phenomena. In particu-
lar, the accuracy of theoretical simulations of W+ multijet production at large transverse
momentum and high jet multiplicity is very important for BSM searches at the TeV scale.
Predictions for W + 1j and W + 2j production at next-to-leading order (NLO) in
QCD have been known for many years [7–17]. More recently, the advent of on-shell meth-
ods [18, 19] lead to the completion of NLO QCD calculations for W+ multijet production
with three [20–23], four [24], and even five [25] associated jets. The inclusion of NLO
QCD corrections strongly reduces the renormalisation and factorisation scale dependence
of W+ multijet predictions, especially for high-multiplicity final states.
At NLO QCD, scale uncertainties for W+ multijet production are typically below 10%
and can be regarded as a realistic estimate of the error due to missing NNLO QCD cor-
rections. However, QCD scale variations do not reflect the uncertainty due to missing
electroweak (EW) corrections. This is particularly relevant at high transverse momenta,
where EW corrections are strongly enhanced by logarithmic contributions of Sudakov
type [26–32], which can reach several tens of percent at the TeV scale. Electroweak NLO
effects are thus the dominant source of theoretical uncertainty in NLO QCD simulations of
W+multijet production at high transverse momenta, and their inclusion can significantly
improve the sensitivity to BSM searches at the energy frontier.
Electroweak NLO predictions for W -boson production in association with a single jet
have been presented in [33, 34] for the case of stable W bosons, and in [35] for the related
process pp → `νj, which includes resonant and non resonant contributions to W → `ν
decays. At high transverse momenta the EW corrections to pp→W + 1j are negative and
very large. They reach about −40% at 2 TeV [33, 34]. The impact of NLO EW corrections
on vector-boson plus multijet processes is expected to be similarly sizable. However, due
to their higher technical complexity, NLO EW calculations for multijet final states are
almost completely unexplored to date. The importance of EW Sudakov logarithms for
the Z+ multijet background to Supersymmetry searches has been estimated in [36], using
the next-to-leading logarithmic approximation of [28]. Very recently, using the automated
one-loop generator Recola [37, 38], Denner et al. have presented NLO EW predictions
for pp→ `+`−jj [39, 40], which represents the first NLO EW calculation for vector-boson
production in association with more than one jet. Important steps towards the automation
of NLO EW corrections have been undertaken also within the Madgraph5 aMC@NLO
framework [41, 42] and by the GoSam [43] collaboration.
In this paper we present a fully automated implementation of NLO EW corrections
based on the OpenLoops one-loop generator [44] in combination with the Munich1 and
1Munich is the abbreviation of “MUlti-chaNnel Integrator at Swiss (CH) precision” — an automated
parton level NLO generator by S. Kallweit.
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Sherpa [45–47] Monte Carlo programs. The implemented algorithms are highly efficient
and fully general. They support NLO QCD and EW simulations of high-energy collisions
for any Standard Model process up to high particle multiplicity. As an application we
consider W+multijet production and, for the first time, we present NLO QCD+EW pre-
dictions for pp→ W + 2j and pp→ W + 3j at the LHC. Given that, at least for the case
of W + 1j production, the EW corrections feature a neglible dependence on the W -boson
charge [34], in this paper we restrict ourselves to the case of positively charged W bosons.
Virtual EW corrections are automated within the OpenLoops framework, which is
based on a fast numerical recursion for the generation of one-loop scattering amplitudes in
the Standard Model [44]. The OpenLoops program has already been applied to various
nontrivial NLO QCD [48–53] and NNLO QCD [54–57] simulations,2 and its first public
version was released very recently.3 As compared to QCD corrections, in the EW sector
virtual corrections are significantly more involved as they receive contributions from a
wider set of particles (γ, Z, W , H), which are characterised by a nontrivial mass spectrum.
Moreover, while NLO QCD corrections are usually dominated by real-emission effects, in
the case of NLO EW corrections the most prominent role is typically played by the one-loop
virtual contributions. In particular, the exchange of virtual EW gauge bosons can give rise
to large Sudakov logarithms.
Within our computational framework virtual EW corrections are complemented by two
independent and fully automated implementations of NLO QED bremsstrahlung. The first
one is based on Munich, a fully generic and very fast parton-level Monte Carlo integrator
that has already been applied to various nontrivial multi-particle NLO calculations [48, 50,
58–60] and also to NNLO calculations [55–57] based on qT-subtraction [61]. The second
implementation of QED bremsstrahlung is based on the Sherpa Monte Carlo generator [46,
47], which was used in the pioneering NLO QCD calculations of vector-boson plus multijet
production [20–25], as well as for their matching to the parton shower [62] and the merging
of multijet final states at NLO [63]. Both Monte Carlo tools, Munich and Sherpa, employ
the dipole subtraction scheme [64, 65] for the cancellation of infrared singularities. The
relevant one-loop and (in the case of Munich) tree matrix elements are obtained from
OpenLoops through generic built-in interfaces, and the full chain of operations that are
relevant for NLO EW and QCD simulations — from process definition to the calculation of
fully differential collider observables — is supported in a completely automated way. These
tools have the potential to address NLO QCD+EW simulations for a very wide range of
processes. As reflected in the 2013 Les Houches wish list [66], this represents one of the
key priorities for the accurate theoretical interpretation of the data that will be collected
during Run2 of the LHC.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is devoted to general features of NLO EW
corrections, including the interplay of NLO EW and QCD contributions, the treatment of
initial- and final-state photons, and the real emission of weak gauge bosons. The automa-
2In the context of the NNLO calculations of [54–57] OpenLoops was used for the evaluation of all
relevant real-virtual and real-real amplitudes.
3The OpenLoops one-loop generator by F. Cascioli, J. Lindert, P. Maierho¨fer and S. Pozzorini is publicly
available at http://openloops.hepforge.org.
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tion of NLO QCD+EW simulations is presented in section 3, with emphasis on genuinely
new aspects that go beyond a mere extension of NLO automation from the SU(3) to the
SU(2) × U(1) sector of the Standard Model. The building blocks of the NLO QCD+EW
calculation of pp → W + 1, 2, 3 jets are introduced in section 4, where technical subtleties
related to the on-shell treatment of W bosons are discussed in detail. The setup of the
simulation and numerical predictions for W+ production in association with up to three
jets at the 13 TeV LHC are presented in sections 5 and 6, respectively. The dependence
of NLO EW effects on the jet multiplicity and new features that emerge in multijet final
states are studied in detail. Our conclusions can be found in section 7.
2 General aspects of NLO electroweak corrections
In this section we discuss general aspects of NLO EW calculations that play a nontrivial
role in the definition of physical observables as well as for the extension of automated NLO
algorithms from the QCD to the EW sector of the Standard Model.
2.1 Power counting in α and αS
In the case of simple scattering processes, where the Born cross section can be associ-
ated with a unique perturbative order αnSα
m with fixed powers m and n, the NLO QCD
and EW corrections can be unambiguously identified as, respectively, the O(αn+1S αm) and
O(αnSαm+1) contributions to the cross section. However, in general, scattering processes
can receive various Born contributions of O(αnSαm) with n+m fixed, and 0 ≤ n,m ≤ n+m.
In this case, which applies to processes that involve more than one external quark-antiquark
pair, the naive separation of NLO QCD and NLO EW effects is not possible, and infrared
singularities of QCD and EW type start “overlapping”. This feature is schematically de-
picted in figures 1–2 for the case of qq¯ → q′q¯′ scattering, which is the simplest process
with a nontrivial EW-QCD interplay. In general, at Born level it receives contributions4
of order α2S, αSα and α
2. The representative diagrams in figure 1 illustrate what might be
naively regarded as the NLO EW correction to the O(α2S) Born contribution, namely terms
of O(α2Sα) that result from order αS×αS tree interferences (figure 1a) via insertions of real
photons (figure 1b) or virtual EW particles (figure 1c). However, as illustrated in figure 2,
contributions of the same order α2Sα can be obtained also from αS × α tree interferences
(figure 2a) via insertions of real (figure 2b) or virtual QCD partons (figure 2c). The latter
can be naively regarded as the NLO QCD corrections to the O(αSα) Born contribution.
However, a consistent separation of O(α2Sα) corrections into NLO EW and NLO QCD
terms, as suggested through figures 1–2, is not possible. First of all, the two categories
overlap since diagrams like the one-loop topology in figure 1c can be regarded both as an
EW or QCD correction to a gluon- or γ/Z-exchange tree amplitude, respectively. More-
over, this type of diagrams involves infrared (IR) singularities of EW and QCD type, whose
cancellation requires photon and gluon emission terms of type 1b and 2b, respectively. It
is thus clear that the full set of contributions of O(α2Sα) must be taken into account. These
4Mixed interference terms of O(αSα) contribute only in case of equal quark flavours, q′ = q.
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(a) Leading QCD Born.
γ γ
(b) Real O(α2Sα) correction.
γ, Z
(c) Virtual O(α2Sα) correction.
Figure 1. Corrections of O(α2Sα) that are generated by dressing O(α2S) Born terms with real or
virtual EW partons.
γ, Z
(a) QCD-EW Born interfer-
ence.
γ, Z
(b) Real O(α2Sα) correction.
γ, Z
(c) Virtual O(α2Sα) correction.
Figure 2. Corrections of O(α2Sα) that are generated by dressing O(αSα) Born terms with real
or virtual QCD partons. The interference of the tree diagrams in figure 2a vanishes as a result of
their particular colour flow, but this picture should be understood as a schematic illustration of
non-vanishing EW-QCD interferences that arise between s-channel and t-channel contributions to
same-flavour qq¯ → qq¯ scattering, or in processes with additional external gluons.
considerations can be extended to processes involving additional external gluons, quarks
and EW particles, and in general only the full set of contributions with a fixed order in
αS and α can be considered as a well defined perturbative prediction. As far as the termi-
nology is concerned, the most transparent approach is to label each contribution with the
respective order in αS and α. However, depending on the context, it might be convenient
to denote the full set of O(αnSαm+1) terms as NLO EW correction with respect to O(αnSαm)
or, alternatively, as NLO QCD correction with respect to O(αn−1S αm+1).
2.2 Virtual and real electroweak corrections
The infrared safe definition of physical observables requires the combination of virtual and
real corrections at the same perturbative order. As discussed above, the cancellation of all
virtual IR singularities at a certain order αnSα
m+1 can require various bremsstrahlung pro-
cesses that involve additional photons, QED charged particles (quarks and leptons) and also
QCD partons (gluons and quarks). The inclusion of such bremsstrahlung contributions is
mandatory, since the emission of massless partons cannot be resolved as a separate process
in the soft and collinear limits. As for the emission of heavy particles, i.e. W,Z and Higgs
bosons or top quarks, the situation is different. For instance, in QCD, from the viewpoint
of αS power counting, top quark emissions can be included in the definition of NLO brems-
strahlung on the same footing as light-quark emissions. However, top-quark emissions are
not indispensable for the cancellation of IR singularities, and since they lead to completely
different experimental signatures, final states with additional top quarks are most conve-
niently handled as separate processes. For example, it is preferable to exclude pp → tt¯W
from the NLO QCD corrections to pp→W+1j, and to treat it as a separate 2→ 3 process.
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Similarly, at NLO EW, while the emission of heavy particles can be formally treated as
NLO bremsstrahlung together with photon emission, we advocate a process bookkeeping
approach where massive emissions are handled as separate processes, and only massless
(or light) emissions are included in the definition of NLO EW corrections. For instance,
pp→WZ should not be included in the NLO EW corrections to single W production, and
should be kept as a separate diboson production process. Of course, certain observables
receive contributions both from WZ and single W final states, but the different physics
dynamics of the two processes, which are individually IR finite, provides a strong motivation
for a systematic separation of theoretical predictions for pp→W and pp→WZ. Moreover,
we point out that a systematic inclusion of massive EW bremsstrahlung at NLO can lead to
quite unpleasant ambiguities and double counting issues. In particular, besides the overlap
between processes with different vector boson multiplicity, such as W and WZ production,
also processes involving different kinds of vector bosons would start overlapping. For
example, WZ production would contribute to the NLO EW corrections to both single W
and single Z production.
Thus, in order to avoid overlap and double-counting issues, at the technical level it
is preferable to adopt a process bookkeeping approach that keeps massive real emissions
apart from the NLO EW corrections to the respective “no emission” processes. On the
other hand, at the level of physical observables, one has to keep in mind that these two
contributions enter at the same perturbative order and are related to each other in a subtle
way. In particular, at the TeV scale both contributions involve large Sudakov logarithms,
whose effects can partially cancel against each other in a way that bears some analogies
with the cancellation of IR singularities in QCD. More precisely, at the TeV scale one-
loop EW amplitudes involve large negative logarithms, which originate from the exchange
of virtual Z/W bosons in the soft and collinear regions and tend to be compensated by
the real emission of soft and collinear Z/W bosons [30–32]. However, for realistic collider
processes this kind of cancellation is always incomplete and often rather modest. Firstly,
Sudakov logarithms of soft origin do not cancel completely since initial- and final-state
particles carry SU(2) × U(1) charges and thus do not fulfill the conditions of the Bloch-
Nordsieck theorem [30]. Secondly, Sudakov logarithms from initial-state collinear weak-
boson emission do not cancel at all, since they are not factorised into standard PDFs.
Thirdly, the suppression of parton luminosities at high centre-of-mass energy and other
kinematic effects tend to reduce the quantitative impact of the emission of extra heavy
particles in a significant way. Finally, as far as differential observables and experimental
cuts are concerned, one should keep in mind that the contributions from virtual and real
Z/W bosons behave in a completely different way.
In summary, in presence of large EW Sudakov effects the interplay between virtual
EW corrections and massive EW bremsstrahlung deserves detailed quantitative studies,
but these different contributions can and should be simulated as independent processes.
2.3 Photon-induced processes
Electroweak NLO corrections involve various types of massless real-emission contributions
that arise from q → qγ, q¯ → q¯γ, and γ → qq¯ splitting processes, as well as from analogous
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leptonic and usual QCD splittings. In the case of hadronic collisions, initial-state emissions
of photons and quarks give rise to O(α) collinear singularities that need to be factorised
into the PDFs. This requires the introduction of a photon distribution function and the
inclusion of QED effects in the DGLAP evolution of the (anti)quark and photon densi-
ties [67, 68]. Consequently, hadronic cross sections receive photon-induced contributions
with photon-hadron and photon-photon initial states.
For what concerns the power counting in α, one option is to treat the photon density
as O(1) contribution, similarly as for the quark and gluon PDFs. In this case, for
EW-induced processes such as dilepton and W+W− hadro-production, the γγ channel
can contribute already at LO, and the corresponding NLO EW corrections involve qγ and
q¯γ-induced bremsstrahlung contributions with an additional final state (anti)quark. In
QCD-induced hadronic collisions where (anti)quark-gluon channels are open at LO, also
(anti)quark-photon tree level channels contribute. However the latter involve a relative
suppression factor α/αS. Similar considerations hold also for gluon-photon induced
processes that involve qq¯ pairs in the final state.
As an alternative power-counting approach, one can handle the photon PDF as an
O(α) contribution. This is justified by the fact that, in the typical kinematic range of LHC
collisions, the ratio of the photon to gluon PDFs is of order 10−2. In this case, γ-hadron
and γγ-induced processes enter only at NLO and NNLO, respectively. Thus at NLO only
tree level γ-hadron induced processes need to be included, if they contribute at all to the
considered order in αS and α. Such γ-hadron tree processes enter at the same perturbative
order as NLO bremsstrahlung contributions associated with initial-state q → qγ∗ and
q¯ → q¯γ∗ splittings, thereby ensuring the consistent factorisation of the related collinear
singularities into the photon PDF.
For particular processes and kinematic regions where γ-induced contributions turn out
to be enhanced one should either include all NLO terms by counting the photon density as
O(1) PDF, or stick to the O(α) photon PDF approach and include those photon-induced
contributions that are formally of NNLO in this counting scheme, but quantitatively im-
portant.
2.4 Democratic jet clustering, quark fragmentation and photon recombination
In order to guarantee the cancellation of infrared (soft and collinear) singularities in per-
turbative QCD, jet observables need to be defined through infrared-safe jet algorithms.
In particular, jets must be insensitive to radiative processes that involve the emission of
massless QCD partons in the soft and collinear limits, i.e. emission and no emission of soft
or collinear partons must be indistinguishable at the level of jet observables. In presence of
NLO EW corrections, it is clear that the requirement of IR safeness needs to be extended to
the singularities associated with q → qγ, q¯ → q¯γ and γ → qq¯ QED splittings. In principle,
this can be easily achieved through the so-called democratic jet clustering approach [69–
71], where photons and QCD partons are handled on the same footing at each clustering
step. Jets resulting from democratic clustering contain photons, quarks and gluons, and
their four-momenta are determined by the sum of all jet constituents, including photons.
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While the cancellation of collinear singularities of QCD and QED type is automatically
ensured by democratic jet clustering, such a combined treatment of collinear quark-photon
and gluon-photon pairs can hamper the cancellation of soft-gluon singularities. This is due
to the fact that democratic jets are completely inclusive with respect to collinear photon
emission, i.e. the photon energy fraction inside a jet, zγ = Eγ/Ejet, extends over the whole
range 0 ≤ zγ ≤ 1. This inclusiveness is crucial for the cancellation of collinear singularities
associated with (anti)quark-photon pairs. However, in the case of gluon-photon pairs, in
the region zγ → 1, where the jet consists of an almost pure photon, the gluon emission
inside the jet becomes arbitrarily soft, thereby giving rise to IR QCD singularities.
The consistent cancellation of this kind of singularities can be achieved in two different
ways. The first solution is to adopt a democratic treatment of photons and QCD partons
also in the definition of processes that involve final-state jets. This implies that, at tree level,
a jet can consist of either a QCD parton or a photon, while N -jet production receives tree
level contributions from subprocesses with a variable number of final state QCD partons,
Ng+q, and final state photons, Nγ = N − Ng+q, depending on the actual order αnSαm.
In this approach, the related NLO EW photon bremsstrahlung at O(αnSαm+1) involves
processes with Nγ + 1 photons and Ng+q final-state partons, and since photons count as
jets, the requirement of N hard jets does not guarantee that all Ng+q partons are hard
and well separated. In fact, the radiated photon can play the role of the N th jet, thereby
allowing one of the QCD partons to become soft and/or collinear to a photon or to another
parton. Nevertheless, in this approach, all resulting QCD singularities are cancelled by the
virtual QCD corrections to the production of Nγ + 1 photons plus Ng+q − 1 QCD partons,
which are automatically included in the democratic definition of N -jet final states.
Alternatively, one can adopt an approach aimed at preserving the distinction between
QCD jets and photons, in such a way that processes with different numbers of QCD jets
and photons do not mix. In this case, in order to avoid the soft QCD singularities that arise
from jets with zγ → 1, the notion of QCD jets needs to be restricted to clusters of partons
and photons where the photon-energy fraction does not exceed a certain threshold zthr < 1,
while jets with zγ > zthr have to be considered as photons. As for IR singularities of QED
type, a strict implementation of the condition zγ < zthr implies a fully exclusive description
of collinear photon emissions off quarks, which hampers the cancellation of the related
collinear singularity. A rigorous solution to this problem requires the factorisation of the
collinear QED singularity in a non-perturbative quark-fragmentation function [40, 69, 72–
76]. However, as a pragmatic alternative to the fragmentation formalism, the cancellation of
the collinear singularity can be enforced by recombining (anti)quark-photon pairs in a tiny
cone around the singular region. As discussed in the following, this latter solution provides
a quite reliable approximation to the rigorous fragmentation approach. Its algorithmic
formulation, at NLO parton level, is as follows:
1. Collinear (anti)quark-photon pairs with rapidity-azimuthal separation ∆Rγ,q ≤
Rrecγq  1 are recombined and are treated as (anti)quarks, so that collinear photons
remain unresolvable in all subsequent steps of the algorithm.
2. A jet-clustering algorithm is applied, where photons and QCD partons are treated
on equal footing at each recombination step.
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3. Jets that contain resolvable photons, i.e. photons that have not been recombined in
step 1, are considered as QCD jets only if the photon-energy fraction zγ = Eγ/Ejet
does not exceed a certain threshold zthr < 1.
Is is clear that step 1 ensures the cancellation of collinear QED singularities. At the
same time, the fact that the condition zγ < zthr is not applied to recombined photons
represents an approximate treatment of step 3. Since this approximation is restricted to
a tiny cone around the collinear region, its quality can be easily assessed in a process
independent way. To this end, let us consider a collinear q → qγ splitting, where a quark
with transverse momentum pT gives rise to a photon and a quark with momenta zγpT
and (1 − zγ) pT, respectively. Combining the perturbative contribution associated with
the splitting function Pqγ(z) = [1 + (1 − z)2]/z with the non-perturbative fragmentation
function extracted from ALEPH data [72, 76] leads to the following expression for the
probability to find a photon with energy fraction zγ > zthr within a cone of radius R [34]:
q(zthr, R, pT) =
∫ 1
zthr
dzDqγ(z,R, pT), (2.1)
with
Dqγ(z,R, pT) =
αQ2q
2pi
[
2Pqγ(z) ln
(
zRpT
µ0
)
+ z − C
]
, (2.2)
where Qq is the electromagnetic charge of the quark, while the scale µ0 = 0.14 GeV and the
parameter C = 13.26 enter through the fit of the fragmentation component to ALEPH data.
This quantity corresponds to the probability that a photon-like jet is misinterpreted as a
QCD jet due to the photon-quark recombination prescription, i.e. it represents the relative
uncertainty inherent in the first step of the above jet definition 1–3. Its quantitative impact
in the case of up-type quarks is illustrated in figure 3 for a wide range of photon-energy
thresholds and jet transverse momenta. For realistic threshold values zthr ≥ 0.5, it is clear
that the error induced by the recombination prescription is at the permil level. Moreover,
in realistic jet-production processes this error is further suppressed since the treatment of
gluon-photon pairs is exact, while for down-quark-photon pairs eq. (2.2) involves a smaller
charge factor, Q2d = Q
2
u/4. We thus conclude that the error inherent in the above recombi-
nation prescription can hardly exceed the few permil level in a very broad kinematic range.
3 Automation of electroweak corrections in OpenLoops, Munich and
Sherpa
In this section we discuss the fully automated implementation of NLO QCD+EW correc-
tions in OpenLoops [44], Munich and Sherpa [45–47]. In this computing framework, the
OpenLoops program generates the relevant one-loop and, if needed, tree matrix elements,
while the Munich and Sherpa Monte Carlo programs take care of all complementary
NLO tasks, i.e. the bookkeeping of partonic processes, the subtraction of IR singularities,
and phase-space integration. For what concerns Born and real-emission matrix elements,
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Figure 3. Probability u(zthr, pT, R) of u → uγ fragmentation in a cone of radius R = 0.1 as a
function of the photon-energy threshold zthr for different values of the jet transverse momentum,
pT = 100, 300, 1000, 3000 GeV.
in Sherpa they are provided by the two internal tree-level generators Amegic++ [77]
and Comix [78], while Munich takes them from OpenLoops. The present implementa-
tion supports parton-level NLO QCD+EW simulations in a fully automated way, and any
hadron-collider observable can be generated in a few simple steps upon specification of the
desired hadronic process and the relevant input parameters. In the following we will focus
our attention on nontrivial aspects that had to be addressed in order to extend the function-
ality of the various tools from NLO QCD to NLO EW. The automation of NLO EW cal-
culations will be available in future public releases of OpenLoops, Munich and Sherpa.
3.1 Tree and one-loop amplitudes with OpenLoops
The OpenLoops program is a fully automated generator of tree and one-loop scattering
amplitudes within the Standard Model. Matrix elements are built with a recursive numer-
ical algorithm [44], which is flexibly applicable to any desired process and guarantees high
CPU performance up to high particle multiplicity. The first public version of OpenLoops
was released very recently. It supports NLO QCD calculations for a wide range of
processes up to four final-state particles. The code is available as a set of compact libraries
that cover more than one hundred different processes at hadron colliders, and the number
of supported processes is continuously growing. The various process libraries contain all
relevant ingredients for NLO QCD calculations: tree amplitudes, renormalised one-loop
amplitudes, and colour- and helicity-correlated matrix elements for the subtraction of IR
singularities. OpenLoops provides easy to use Fortran and C++ interfaces, as well as a
standard interface based on the Binoth Les Houches Accord [79], and can therefore be eas-
ily integrated within any Monte Carlo framework. Moreover, Sherpa [47] and Herwig’s
MatchBox [80] as well as Munich dispose of generic built-in interfaces to OpenLoops.
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the open-loops recursion: n-point open loops are constructed
by merging (n− 1)-point open loops and external subtrees.
In OpenLoops tree and one-loop amplitudes are computed in terms of individual
colour-stripped Feynman diagrams. While the reduction of colour factors, colour interfer-
ences and colour sums are performed with algebraic techniques, the construction of colour-
stripped diagrams is entirely numerical. The tree algorithm is based on subtrees, which
correspond to pieces of individual colour stripped tree diagrams that result from cutting
an internal propagator. Tree amplitudes are generated via recursive merging of subtrees,
and the systematic exploitation of relations between diagrams that share common subtrees
allows one to evaluate multi-particle amplitudes with high CPU efficiency.
One-loop amplitudes in OpenLoops are constructed by means of a hybrid tree-loop
recursion that generates cut-open loops as functions of the circulating loop momentum [44].
The basic building blocks are individual colour-stripped one-loop diagrams of the form
n− 1
0
1
in−1in
i2i1
=
∫
dDq
N (In; q)
D0D1 . . . Dn−1
, (3.1)
where Di = (pi − q)2 −m2i + i, the blobs i1, . . . , in represent external subtrees, and the
numerator N (In; q) is a polynomial in the loop momentum q. Cut-opening the internal line
associated with the D0 propagator, converts the loop into a tree structure and promotes
the numerator to a tensor, N βα (I; q), whose two indices are associated with the spin or
vector degrees of freedom of the cut propagator. As sketched in figure 4, these objects
can be constructed in a similar way as tree amplitudes, by recursively merging the external
subtrees that are attached to the loop. Formally, this corresponds to the recurrence relation
N βα (In; q) = Xβγδ(In, in, In−1) N γα (In−1; q) wδ(in) , (3.2)
where wδ(in) represents the n-th external subtree, while the tensor X
β
γδ, which describes
the interaction of the in-th subtree with the rest of the cut-open diagram, depends only
on the flavour and the momenta of the involved particles in a way that is dictated by the
Feynman rules of the theory. In contrast to conventional tree algorithms of type (3.2), in
OpenLoops all ingredients are handled as polynomials in the circulating loop momentum.
The numerator assumes the form
N βα (In; q) =
R∑
r=0
N βµ1...µr;α(In) qµ1 . . . qµr , (3.3)
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where R ≤ n is the maximum rank of tensor integrals that contribute to the actual loop
diagram, while the interaction term is expressed as5
Xβγδ = Y
β
γδ + q
ν Zβν;γδ. (3.4)
The one-loop algorithm is formulated as a recurrence relation for the direct construction
of the q-polynomial coefficients:
N βµ1...µr;α(In) =
[
Y βγδ N γµ1...µr;α(In−1) + Zβµ1;γδ N γµ2...µr;α(In−1)
]
wδ(in). (3.5)
This type of algorithm was originally proposed in the framework of a Dyson-Schwinger re-
cursion for colour-ordered gluon-scattering amplitudes [81]. The fact that loop numerators
are directly constructed as functions of the loop momentum represents a great advantage
for the speed of the algorithm. The actual implementation of (3.5) in OpenLoops em-
ploys fully symmetrised tensors. Its CPU efficiency is further augmented by means of
parent-child relations and thanks to further tricks that exploit the systematic factorisation
of colour-, helicity-, and q-dependent objects [44].
In order to extend OpenLoops to EW one-loop corrections, all EW Feynman rules
for fermions, vector bosons, scalars and ghosts have been implemented in the form of
numerical routines corresponding to the generic recursion relation (3.5). Each interaction
term described by (3.4) is associated with three lines6 that play different roles: external
subtree, inflowing and outflowing loop line. Thus, in general, each vertex in the Feynman
rules requires three numerical routines of type (3.5). Once implemented, these universal
routines are applicable to any one-loop amplitude within the QCD+EW Standard Model.
Moreover, they can be easily extended to BSM interactions.
The numerical polynomial representation (3.3) of loop numerators provides full in-
formation on the functional q-dependence of the integrand, thereby allowing for great
flexibility in the reduction of (3.1) to scalar integrals. On the one hand, the reduction
can be performed at the level of individual tensor integrals associated with the monomials
qµ1 . . . qµr in (3.3). To this end, OpenLoops is interfaced with the Collier library [82],
which implements the Denner-Dittmaier reduction techniques [83, 84] and the scalar inte-
grals of [85]. Sophisticated analytic expansions [83, 84] render this approach very robust
against numerical instabilities in exceptional phase-space regions. Alternatively, the re-
duction of (3.1) to scalar integrals can be performed at the integrand level using the OPP
method [86] as implemented in CutTools [87] or Samurai [88], which both rely on the
OneLOop library [89] for the evaluation of scalar integrals.
The evaluation of one-loop QCD amplitudes with OpenLoops is very fast [44], both
in combination with tensor integral reduction and OPP reduction. In this context it was
observed that CPU timings grow only linearly with the number of Feynman diagrams,
which guarantees a fairly favourable scaling with the external-particle multiplicity. We find
5Here we restrict ourselves to a linear q-dependence, assuming renormalisable interactions, but the
generalisation to an arbitrary polynomial degree is straightforward. Also the formulation of quartic and
higher-point interactions is obvious.
6In the case of quartic vertices there is a fourth line that enters as additional external wave function.
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that this property holds also for one-loop EW calculations. More precisely, the dependence
of CPU timings on the number of Feynman diagrams per process is roughly universal,
i.e. approximately the same for QCD and EW corrections.
Within OpenLoops, ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) divergences are dimensionally
regularised and take the form of poles in (4−D). However, all ingredients of the numerical
recursion (3.3)–(3.5) are handled in four space-time dimensions. The missing (4 − D)-
dimensional contributions — called R2 rational terms — are universal and can be restored
from process-independent effective counterterms [90–92]. Corresponding Feynman rules
have been derived for QED in [90], for QCD in [93] and for the complete EW Standard
Model in [94–97]. We implemented all QCD and EW R2 counterterms in OpenLoops and
validated them against independent algebraic results in D = 4− 2 dimensions.
For the renormalisation of UV divergences we adopted the on-shell scheme [98] and
implemented all relevant O(α) counterterm Feynman rules and related renormalisation
constants for the full Standard Model, including the option of the complex mass scheme [99]
for unstable gauge bosons and top quarks. In NLO QCD calculations the strong coupling
constant is renormalised in the MS scheme, and heavy quark contributions can be decoupled
in a flexible way, depending on the number of active flavours in the evolution of αS. For
the renormalisation of the electroweak couplings we implemented the Gµ scheme, where
the fine-structure constant α = e2/4pi and the weak mixing angle θw are given by
α =
√
2
pi
GµM
2
W
(
1− M
2
W
M2Z
)
, cos θw =
MW
MZ
(3.6)
This requires a redefinition of the renormalisation constant associated with the electromag-
netic coupling,
δZe|Gµ = δZe|α(0) −
1
2
∆r , (3.7)
where ∆r is defined in [98], and α(0) denotes the standard on-shell renormalisation pre-
scription in the Thompson limit.
For the cancellation of the remaining IR singularities in the virtual QCD and EW cor-
rections, OpenLoops provides dedicated routines that implement the so-called I-operator
in the dipole subtraction formalism [64, 65] and its extension to QED corrections [100–102].
In this context also colour-correlated and charge-correlated Born matrix elements at any
desired order in α and αS are supported. Their content can be schematically represented as
g2S 〈M0|T a(i)T a(j) |M0
〉∣∣∣∣
αn+1S α
m
=g2S
∑
p,p′,q,q′
〈
M
(p,q)
0 |T a(i)T a(j) |M (p
′,q′)
0
〉
δ2n,p+p′ δ2m,q+q′ , (3.8)
e2 〈M0|Q(i)Q(j) |M0
〉∣∣∣∣
αnSα
m+1
=e2
∑
p,p′,q,q′
〈
M
(p,q)
0 |Q(i)Q(j) |M (p
′,q′)
0
〉
δ2n,p+p′ δ2m,q+q′ , (3.9)
where T a(i) denotes the usual colour-insertion operator acting on the ith external leg, and
Q(i) is the corresponding electromagnetic charge operator. The usual bra-ket notation is
used for Born matrix elements and their complex conjugates, and sums over external-leg
colours are implicitly understood. Born matrix elements of O(gpSeq ) are denoted as
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(p,q)
0 , and all relevant contributions to a predefined overall order are included in a fully
automated way. Furthermore, OpenLoops provides extra routines to calculate gluon- and
photon-helicity correlated Born amplitudes, which are needed by Monte Carlo programs
to construct IR subtraction terms for real-emission matrix elements.
As far as the bookkeeping of the perturbative orders in αS and α is concerned, all
relevant LO and NLO virtual contributions are generated and combined in a similar way
as in (3.8)–(3.8), i.e. the following colour-summed Born-Born and Born-virtual interference
terms that contribute to a given order are automatically combined,
〈M0|M0
〉∣∣∣∣
αnSα
m
=
∑
p,p′,q,q′
〈
M
(p,q)
0 |M (p
′,q′)
0
〉
δ2n,p+p′ δ2m,q+q′ , (3.10)
〈M0|M1
〉∣∣∣∣
αnSα
m
=
∑
p,p′,q,q′
〈
M
(p,q)
0 |M (p
′,q′)
1
〉
δ2n,p+p′ δ2m,q+q′ . (3.11)
Here, the inclusion of all counterterm contributions of UV and R2 kind is implicitly un-
derstood. All nontrivial EW-QCD interference contributions described in section 2.1 are
thus automatically taken into account. From the user viewpoint, specifying the desired
order αnSα
m at LO and the type of correction, NLO QCD or NLO EW, is sufficient in
order to obtain all relevant NLO terms of O(αn+1S αm) or O(αnSαm+1), respectively. Also
the calculation of the complete NLO Standard Model corrections, including all relevant
contributions of O(αn−k+1S αm+k) with −m ≤ k ≤ n + 1 is possible. This flexible power
counting is fully supported by the available OpenLoops interface.
The entire implementation of NLO EW virtual contributions in OpenLoops, includ-
ing the finite parts of the UV renormalisation, has been checked for several processes. To
this end we implemented NLO EW corrections in a second and fully independent in-house
generator, which was originally developed for NLO QCD calculations [59, 103]. Detailed
checks have been performed for all building blocks that enter the NLO QCD+EW correc-
tions for W -boson production in association with jets presented in this paper.
3.2 Real radiation and QCD+QED subtraction with Sherpa and Munich
This section deals with the automated calculation of real-emission contributions at NLO
QCD+EW level in Munich and Sherpa. In this context, the first key task is the fully
automated bookkeeping of the real-emission channels that contribute to any user-defined
process with a certain number of jets, photons, leptons and additional heavy particles at
Born level. More precisely, the programs generate the full list of contributing partonic pro-
cesses organised according to their orders in αS and α, together with the ones that involve
one extra massless object in the final state, i.e. an extra gluon, a quark pair instead of a
gluon, an extra photon, or a fermion pair instead of a photon. As discussed in section 2.4,
jets and photons can be handled on the same footing or as separate physics objects, and
the list of contributing subprocesses depends on the details of the photon/jet definition.7
However, the process bookkeeping can adapt to the above two options in a fully flexible way.
7Note that section 2.4 deals only with the infrared-safe definition of jets in processes with hard jets and
no resolved photons, while the issue of IR safeness for processes with resolved photons at NLO QCD+EW
is not addressed in this paper.
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In connection with the generation of the real radiation the main task of Munich
and Sherpa is the consistent subtraction of IR singularities. To this end, both programs
implement the Catani-Seymour formalism [64, 65]. Light quarks and leptons are treated as
massless particles, and the related singularities are regularised inD dimensions. All relevant
subtraction terms in the real-emission phase space are obtained from the convolution of
QCD and QED Catani-Seymour splitting kernels with reduced Born contributions. Their
integrated counterparts factorise into reduced Born matrix elements times the so-called
I, K, and P operators [64, 65]. In this context, starting from existing implementations
of dipole subtraction at NLO QCD, all process-independent building blocks, i.e. splitting
kernels and I +K +P operators, have been extended to NLO QCD+QED.8 In particular,
all contributions associated with f → fγ, f¯ → f¯γ, and γ → ff¯ QED splittings can be
obtained from the related QCD contributions by applying the substitutions
αs −→ α, CF −→ Q2f , TR −→ Nc,fQ2f , TRNf −→
∑
f
Nc,fQ
2
f , CA −→ 0 , (3.12)
and the following additional replacements for the colour-correlation operators associated
with an emitter ij and a spectator k,
Tij ·Tk
T2ij
−→

QijQk
Q2ij
if the emitter ij is a (anti)fermion
κij,k if the emitter ij is a photon ,
with
∑
k 6=ij
κij,k = −1 .
(3.13)
In practice, for the case of a photon emitter, one can restrict oneself to a single spectator
particle eij different from the fermion-antifermion emitter ij, i.e. κij,k = −δeij ,k. Alterna-
tively any sum over spectators different from ij can be chosen as long as the last constraint
in (3.13) is fullfilled. While the colour-insertion operators are reduced to multiplicative
scalars in (3.13), the spin correlators of the real-subtraction terms associated with γ → ff¯
splittings preserve the same form as for g → qq¯ splittings in QCD.
Besides singularities of pure QED type, processes with external on-shell W bosons
involve additional singularities associated with W → Wγ splittings. In this case, due to
the large W -boson mass, no collinear singularity or logarithmic enhancement is present,
and only the soft-photon singularity has to be subtracted. Exploiting the universal nature
of soft singularities, in this publication this is achieved by using the heavy-fermion or
heavy-scalar splitting function of [65], and, after the replacements of (3.12), identifying the
heavy particle with the external W boson.
As discussed in section 2.1, NLO QCD and EW corrections have to be understood,
respectively, as the full set of O(αS) and O(α) corrections relative to a certain tree-level
order αnSα
m. Moreover, in general, NLO QCD and EW corrections are not uniquely asso-
ciated with the emission of corresponding (strongly or electroweakly interacting) particles.
Actually, given a certain correction order, αn+1S α
m or αnSα
m+1, each of the contributing
real-emission processes can comprise various types of unresolved massless particles (gluons,
photons, quark or lepton pairs) and IR singularities. In particular, NLO QCD (EW) cor-
rections can involve singularities associated with both order αS (α) splittings times order
8The construction of QED dipole-subtraction terms has been discussed in refs. [100–102].
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αnSα
m Born terms, and with order α (αS) splittings times order α
n+1
S α
m−1 (αn−1S α
m+1)
Born terms. Therefore, Munich and Sherpa implement a fully general bookkeeping of
perturbative orders and singularities. The relevant dipole terms, to account for all possible
QCD and QED splittings in a generic real-correction process, are selected in a fully auto-
mated way. Inevitably, the associated reduced Born matrix elements are allowed to be at a
different order than the original Born configuration. For the integrated subtraction terms, a
similarly general bookkeeping is applied, where all relevant QED and QCD contributions to
the I+K+P operators are combined with factorised Born matrix elements at the appropri-
ate orders in α and αS. This requires nontrivial combinations of charge/colour insertion op-
erators and interferences of Born amplitudes at different orders, similarly as in (3.8)–(3.8).
For phase-space integration, both Munich and Sherpa employ adaptive multi-channel
techniques. In Sherpa, dipole subtraction terms can be restricted by means of the so-called
α-dipole parameter [104–109], while Munich constructs extra phase-space mappings based
on the dipole kinematics, and automatically adds them to the generic set of the real-
emission based phase-space parametrisations used in the multi-channel approach.
The Sherpa and Munich implementations have been validated with standard self-
consistency checks, such as the local cancellation of singularities in the real-emission phase
space, the cancellation of the α-dipole dependence in Sherpa and the equivalence of
fermion and scalar splitting kernels for the subtraction of W →Wγ soft singularities.
All involved colour-, charge- and spin-correlated matrix elements are provided by the
OpenLoops generator in case of Munich, whereas they are supplied by Amegic++ and
Comix within the Sherpa implementation. Apart from the contributions that involve
charge/colour insertions of type (3.8), which are still under construction within Sherpa,
for all other building blocks the two programs have been validated against each other on a
point-wise basis as well as for integrated cross sections for a wide range of processes, giving
rise to full agreement on the level of machine precision and statistical precision, respec-
tively. The point-wise agreement for the I-operator provided by OpenLoops, Munich
and Sherpa was also checked. The results presented in section 6 have been obtained with
Munich+OpenLoops.
4 Electroweak and QCD corrections to pp→W+ + 1, 2, 3 jets
To demonstrate the flexibility and the performance of NLO automation in OpenLoops
together with Sherpa and Munich, as a first application we consider the NLO QCD+EW
corrections to W -boson production in association with up to three jets at the LHC. In this
paper we focus on the production of stable W+ bosons, while the case of W− production
as well as W -boson decays will be addressed in a subsequent publication. In the following
we discuss the building blocks of our calculation and technical subtleties related to the
on-shell treatment of final-state W bosons at NLO EW.
4.1 Partonic channels
The level of automation of the employed tools is such that, to generate and evaluate all
relevant contributions to a desired hadronic cross section, it is sufficient to specify the
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desired final state and the perturbative order in αS and α. Thus, from the user viewpoint,
there is no need to worry about the detailed content of the simulation in terms of partonic
channels, scattering amplitudes and Feynman diagrams. Nevertheless, a basic knowledge
of these ingredients plays an important role for the understanding of the physics content
of the simulation and for the interpretation of the phenomenological results.
At tree level, the only crossing-independent partonic process that contributes to pp→
W+j is
uid¯i →W+g, (4.1)
where ui = (u, c) and di = (d, s). All other relevant channels can be obtained from (4.1)
through permutations of initial- and final-state partons. For pp → W+2j there are two
crossing-independent subprocesses:
uid¯i → W+qq¯, (4.2)
uid¯i → W+gg, (4.3)
and the relevant crossing-independent subprocesses for pp→W+3j are obtained form (4.2)
and (4.3) by adding an extra gluon:
uid¯i → W+qq¯g, (4.4)
uid¯i → W+ggg. (4.5)
The above processes can be categorised into two-quark and four-quark channels, according
to the total number of external (anti)quarks. In the case of the four-quark channels, (4.2)
and (4.4), the additional qq¯ system can consist of any light-quark pair with q ∈ {u, d, s, c, b}.
All light quarks are treated as massless particles in our calculation.
The main focus of this paper is on the NLO QCD and NLO EW corrections with
respect to the dominant O(αnSα) tree-level contributions to pp→W+ +n jets. With other
words we will consider NLO contributions of O(αn+1S α) and O(αnSα2), respectively. In
both cases, W+ + n-jet production receives NLO bremsstrahlung contributions from tree-
level amplitudes involving an extra parton. The relevant partonic channels are obtained
from (4.1)–(4.5) either by replacing an external gluon by a qq¯ pair, or by adding and
external gluon or an external photon. At Born level, in the following we will discuss also
mixed EW-QCD contributions of O(αn−1S α2), pure EW contributions of O(αn−2S α3), the
tower of photon-proton induced contributions of O(αn−1S α2), O(αn−2S α3) and O(αn−3S α4),
and photon-photon induced contributions of O(αn−2S α3).
Table 1 summarises the number of O(αnSα) tree and corresponding QCD and EW
one-loop Feynman diagrams that contribute to the various parton-level processes in pp→
W + 1, 2, 3 jets. This gives an impression of the complexity of the calculation and its
dependence on the jet multiplicity. We observe that the number of one-loop EW diagrams
is from 30% to 3 times higher as compared to the case of one-loop QCD. Moreover, as
discussed below, the NLO EW corrections to four-quark processes require both one-loop
EW and one-loop QCD diagrams. The number of one-loop EW diagrams increases by
about one order of magnitude for each extra jet, similarly as in the one-loop QCD case,
and for W + 3j production it ranges from about 1000 to 2600 per partonic subprocess.
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Channel QCD trees EW trees QCD 1-loop EW 1-loop
uid¯i →W+g 2 - 11 32
uid¯i →W+qq¯ 2 (4) 7 (14) 33 (66) 105 (210)
uid¯i →W+gg 8 - 150 266
uid¯i →W+qq¯g 12 (24) 33 (66) 352 (704) 1042 (2084)
uid¯i →W+ggg 54 - 2043 2616
Table 1. Number of tree and one-loop Feynman diagrams in the various pp→W++n-jet partonic
subprocesses: QCD trees ofO(gnSe), EW trees ofO(gn−2S e3), 1-loop QCD diagrams ofO(gn+2S e), and
1-loop EW diagrams of O(gnSe3). Numbers in parenthesis refer to the case of four-quark processes
with same flavour, q = ui or q = di. In the OpenLoops framework individual contributions associ-
ated with the three independent colour structures of four-gluon vertices count as separate diagrams.
ui
d¯i
W+
(a)
ui
d¯i
W+
(b)
ui
d¯i
W+
(c)
Figure 5. Representative tree diagrams for uid¯i →W+ + n-gluon matrix elements at O(gnSe).
ui
d¯i
W+
(a)
ui
di
W+
(b)
ui
d¯i
W+
γ, Z
(c)
W−
d¯i
u¯i
W
(d)
Figure 6. Representative one-loop diagrams for uid¯i →W+gg matrix elements at O(g4Se) (6a–6b)
and O(g2Se3) (6c–6d).
4.2 Two-quark contributions to pp→W+ + n jets
Due to the presence of a single quark pair, the uid¯i → W+ + n-gluon channels feature a
rather simple structure from the viewpoint of EW interactions: the W boson is necessarily
coupled to the uid¯i quark line, while gluons can be produced only through strong interac-
tions. Representative tree diagrams for processes with n = 1, 2, 3 gluons are depicted in
figure 5. For each of these two-quark channels, tree-level amplitudes are characterised by a
unique order, gnSe. Thus at NLO each one-loop Feynman diagram can be uniquely assigned
either to the QCD or to the EW corrections, depending on its order in gS and e.
Examples of one-loop and real-emission diagrams that contribute to the NLO
QCD+EW corrections to uid¯i → W+gg are displayed in figures 6 and 7, respectively.
Corresponding diagrams for pp→W+ + 1j and pp→W+ + 3j are obtained by removing
or adding an external gluon, or for the case of W++3j by replacing an external gluon with
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ui
d¯i
W+
q¯
q
(a)
ui
di
W+
(b)
ui
d¯i
W+
γ
(c)
ui
d¯i
W+
q¯
q
γ, Z
(d)
Figure 7. Representative diagrams for the real corrections to uid¯i → W+gg: contributions to
the O(g3Se) QCD emission amplitudes (7a–7b), the O(g2Se2) QED emission amplitudes (7c) and the
O(gSe3) qq¯ emission amplitudes (7d).
W+ui
d¯i
q
q¯
(a)
ui q
W+
d¯i q¯
(b)
ui q
d¯i q¯
W+
(c)
Figure 8. Representative tree diagrams for uid¯i → W+qq¯ matrix elements at O(g2Se). While
s-channel gluon exchange (8a) contributes to any flavour configuration with q ∈ {u, d, s, c, b}, t-
channel topologies of type 8b and 8c contribute only when q = di and q = ui, respectively.
γ, Z
W+ui
d¯i
q
q¯
(a)
W
ui
d¯i
W+
q
q¯
(b)
γ, Z,W
ui q
W+
d¯i q¯
(c)
γ, Z,W
ui q
d¯i q¯
W+
(d)
Figure 9. Representative tree diagrams for uid¯i → W+qq¯ matrix elements at O(e3). While
s-channel exchange of EW bosons (9a–9b) contributes to any flavour configuration with q ∈
{u, d, s, c, b}, processes with q = di (q = ui) receive also contributions from topologies of type 9c
with t-channel exchange of neutral (charged) EW bosons and topologies of type 9d with t-channel
exchange of charged (neutral) EW bosons.
a qq¯ pair. The O(α3Sα) NLO QCD corrections to uid¯i →W+gg receive contributions from
the interference of O(g2Se) trees (5b) with O(g4Se) loop diagrams (6a–6b), and from squared
O(g3Se) QCD emission amplitudes (7a–7b), while the O(α2Sα2) NLO EW corrections to the
same process receive contributions from the interference of O(g2Se) trees (5b) with O(g2Se3)
loop diagrams (6c–6d), from squared O(g2Se2) QED emission amplitudes (7c) and from the
interference of O(g3Se) (figure 7a) and O(gSe3) (figure 7d) qq¯ emission diagrams.
4.3 Four-quark contributions to pp→W+ + n jets
The production of W bosons in association with two and three jets involves also the four-
quark processes (4.2) and (4.4), respectively. In this case, the possibility to couple the two
quark lines either through gluons or EW bosons gives rise to a nontrivial interplay between
QCD and EW interactions already at tree-level. In the following we will discuss such effects
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W+ui
d¯i
q
q¯
(a)
γ, Z
W+ui
d¯i
q
q¯
(b)
W
ui
d¯i
W+
q
q¯
(c)
γ, Z,W
ui q
W+
d¯i q¯
(d)
Figure 10. Representative one-loop diagrams for uid¯i → W+qq¯ matrix elements at O(g4Se) (10a)
and O(g2Se3) (10b–10d). The s-channel topologies (10a–10c) contribute to any process with q ∈
{u, d, s, c, b}. For q = b, diagrams of type 10c involve resonant top-quark propagators. Diagrams
of type 10d, with t-channel exchange of neutral (charged) EW bosons contribute only to processes
with q = di (q = ui).
W+ui
d¯i
q
q¯
(a)
W+
γ
ui
d¯i
q
q¯
(b)
W+
γ, Z
ui
d¯i
q
q¯
(c)
Figure 11. Representative diagrams for the real corrections to uid¯i → W+qq¯: contributions to
the O(g3Se) QCD emission amplitudes (11a), O(g2Se2) QED emission amplitudes (11b), and O(gSe3)
QCD emission amplitudes (11c).
in the context of the NLO QCD+EW corrections to uid¯i →W+qq¯. Representative LO and
NLO Feynman diagrams for this process are displayed in figures 8–11, while corresponding
diagrams for uid¯i →W+qq¯g are easily obtained by adding an external gluon or, in the case
of NLO emissions, by converting a gluon into an additional qq¯ pair.
At tree level, uid¯i → W+qq¯ scattering amplitudes receive QCD contributions of
O(g2Se) (figure 8) as well as EW contributions of O(e3) (figure 9). Squared QCD am-
plitudes, mixed EW-QCD amplitudes, and squared EW amplitudes, result in cross section
contributions of O(α2Sα), O(αSα2), and O(α3), respectively. In this paper we mainly focus
on the leading QCD contributions of O(α2Sα) and related NLO QCD+EW corrections.
Nevertheless, in section 6 we will discuss also the impact of mixed Born contributions of
O(αSα2) arising in the four- quark channel. In general, all Born contributions are rele-
vant, and their simulation is in principle straightforward. However, the EW contributions
of type 9a–9d involve various unstable particles that can give rise to resonances: besides
topologies where an external quark-antiquark pair is coupled to a Z or W boson propaga-
tor (figures 9a–9d), in the case of uid¯i →W+bb¯ and crossing related channels also top-quark
propagators coupled to external Wb pairs can occur (figure 9b). As a consequence, pure
EW O(α3) contributions to W + 2j production involve Z, W , and top resonances that
need to be regularised in a consistent way by means of the relevant widths, ΓZ,W,t. These
resonant contributions correspond to WZ, WW , and tj production with Z → jj, W → jj
and t→Wb decays, respectively. However, W +2j production at O(α3) contains also non-
resonant contributions to the same final states, and interferences between resonant and
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non-resonant amplitudes. Therefore, contributions of O(α3) can not unambiguously be as-
signed to either WW,WZ, tj or to W +2j production. As far as the EW-QCD interference
contributions of O(αSα2) are concerned, due to the interference with QCD diagrams,9 the
Z,W, and top propagators in the EW amplitudes do not lead to any Breit-Wigner peak in
pp→W + jj distributions.
Examples of one-loop and real emission diagrams that contribute to uid¯i → W+qq¯ at
NLO QCD+EW are presented in figures 10 and 11. The O(α3Sα) NLO QCD corrections
receive contributions from the interference of O(g2Se) trees (8a–8c) with O(g4Se) loop dia-
grams (10a), and from the squared O(g3Se) QCD emission amplitudes (11a). The O(α2Sα2)
NLO EW corrections involve contributions that arise from the interference of QCD trees
of O(g2Se) (figures 8a–8c) with loop diagrams of O(g2Se3) (figures 10b–10d), and from the
squared QED emission amplitudes of O(g2Se2) (figure 11b). In addition, the NLO EW
corrections involve also interferences of EW trees of O(e3) (figures 9a–9d) with O(g4Se)
loop diagrams (10a), as well as interferences between QCD real emission amplitudes of
O(g3Se) (figure 11a) andO(gSe3) (figure 11c). Similarly as in the Born case, EW-QCD inter-
ference terms at NLO EW order α2Sα
2 do not give rise to Breit-Wigner resonances in W+2j
production. The same holds for EW-QCD interference terms of order α3Sα
2 in pp→W+3j.
4.4 Photon-induced processes
At tree level, if one treats the photon density as a quantity of O(1) as discussed in
section 2.3, W+multijet production receives Born contributions from γp → W + n jets at
O(αn−1S α2), i.e. at the same order as EW-QCD interference terms, as well as γγ →W +n-
jet contributions at O(αn−2S α3), which is the order of pure EW Born terms. Photon-photon
channels start contributing at n = 2. More explicitly, W+j production receives γp→W+j
contributions of O(α2) from the partonic process
γui →W+di, (4.6)
and crossing-related channels. Hadro-production of W +2 jets involves the following single-
photon induced processes of O(αSα2) and γγ-induced processes of O(α3),
γui → W+dig, (4.7)
γγ → W+diu¯i, (4.8)
whileW+3j production involves the followingO(α2Sα2) single-photon induced andO(αSα3)
γγ-induced channels,
γui → W+digg, (4.9)
γγ → W+diu¯ig, (4.10)
9For pp → W + 2j, such Born interferences are possible only in presence of the colour flow associated
with t-channel contributions of type 8b–8c and 9c–9d, i.e. only for same-flavour quark combinations with
q = ui or q = di. If uid¯i → W+qq¯ amplitudes are dressed with an extra (virtual or real) gluon, then
EW-QCD interferences contribute to all flavour combinations q = u, d, s, c, b.
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together with the following channel contributing at O(α2Sα2), O(αSα3) and O(α4),
γui →W+diqq¯. (4.11)
All γp- and γγ-induced processes enter at a different (lower) order in αS as compared to the
NLO EW corrections of O(αnSα2) presented in this paper. Photon-induced contributions
are thus irrelevant for the cancellation of collinear initial-state singularities at O(αnSα2),
and can be handled as separate processes. From the formal power-counting perspective,
leading γp-induced processes are actually more important than NLO EW corrections, but
in most of the phase space they are strongly suppressed by the small photon PDF. However,
as we will see in section 6, in the very high-energy tails of distributions photon-induced
processes can have a sizable impact on W+multijet production. As is well known, this is
due to the relative enhancement of the photon density at large x. At the same time, the
poor knowledge of the photon PDF in this kinematic region represents a large source of
theoretical uncertainty [68].
4.5 Technical aspects of the on-shell approximation
In this paper we consider W+multijet production with stable on-shell W bosons, and the
inclusion of W → `ν decays will be addressed in a subsequent publication. Implementing
W boson decays at NLO EW does not represent a dramatic source of extra complexity as
long as W bosons are kept on-shell, such that W+multijet production and W decays can
be factorised using the narrow-width approximation (NWA). In contrast, a full description
of pp → `ν + n jets, including off-shell contributions at NLO EW, would be at least one
order of magnitude more CPU expensive. This is simply due to the fact that, if the W
boson is replaced by a `ν pair, the number of external particles that can enter EW loops
increases by one.10 Keeping the external W boson on-shell — either as stable particle or as
decaying particle in NWA — is thus essential in order to be able to push W+multijet NLO
EW calculations up to the highest possible jet multiplicity while keeping the complexity
at a manageable level.
Unfortunately, the simplifications that arise from the on-shell (or narrow-width) ap-
proximation are accompanied by some technical complications at NLO EW. The key prob-
lem is that the on-shell treatment of external W bosons implies that the W boson width
is set to zero, while EW corrections give rise to internal W propagators that can produce
physical resonances, which requires a non-zero width. In presence of physical resonances,
it is clear that all W bosons must be consistently handled as unstable particles with non-
zero width, and in order to preserve gauge invariance the complex-mass scheme [99] has
to be used, which means that the on-shell description of W+multijet production has to be
abandoned (or improved in a nontrivial way that preserves gauge invariance). However, as
discussed in section 4.3, internal W , Z, and top propagators that enter the EW corrections
to pp→ W + n jets cannot give rise to Breit-Wigner resonances at O(αnSα2). At this per-
turbative order, resonant Z,W , and t propagators appear in the EW Born amplitudes of
10Note that off-shell W → `ν decays are trivial at NLO QCD as they do not increase the number of
external lines that enter QCD loops.
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Figure 12. Examples of 1-loop uid¯i →W+gg matrix elements at O(g2Se3) that involve potentially
resonant Higgs-boson (12a), Z-boson (12b) and W -boson (12c) propagators, where the last example
diagram can only become resonant in the gg →W+u¯idi crossing.
O(gn−2S e3) (see 9a–9c), in the EW virtual amplitudes of O(gnSe3) (see 10b–10d), and in the
QCD emission amplitudes of O(gn−1S e3) (see 11c), but they contribute to the physical cross
section only through interference with non-resonant QCD amplitudes. As illustrated in
figure 12, also two-quark processes involve EW 1-loop topologies with potentially resonant
particles, including Higgs bosons. In any case, as a result of the interference with QCD
amplitudes, none of these contributions can give rise to a physical resonance.
Since pp → W + n jets at O(αnSα2) is free from Breit-Wigner resonances, in principle
the W width can be set to zero in all scattering amplitudes, consistently with the on-shell
treatment of external W bosons. However, the interference of resonant and non-resonant
contributions gives rise to spikes that can disturb the numerical stability of the phase-
space integration in the vicinity of the “pseudo-resonance”. An optimal treatment of these
regions can be achieved by introducing an ad-hoc technical width Γreg in the potentially
resonant propagators, in such a way that the pseudo-resonant contributions behave as
lim
Q2→M2
dσ
dQ2
∝ Q
2 −M2
(Q2 −M2)2 + Γ2regM2
. (4.12)
The idea is that the 1/Γ2reg enhancement at Q
2 ∼ M2 cancels upon integration over Q2,
and the overall dependence on the technical regulator should be O(Γreg/M) suppressed,
while all contributions should formally behave smoothly when Γreg → 0. If these conditions
are fulfilled, then the calculation should consistently converge towards the correct on-shell
limit, and using a sufficiently small value for Γreg should guarantee a negligible numerical
impact of O(Γreg/M) effects and related violations of gauge invariance.
In this context, due to the presence of IR singularities that arise from (virtual and
real) soft photons coupled to external W bosons, the smooth convergence of the Γreg → 0
limit represents a nontrivial requirement. In fact, a naive introduction of Γreg > 0 in all
W propagators would turn such soft-photon singularities into ln(Γreg) terms that do not
converge towards the correct 1/(D − 4) poles when Γreg → 0. Fortunately, all diagrams
that involve real or virtual photons are free from potential resonances. Therefore, in order
to guarantee a smooth Γreg → 0 behaviour, one can simply restrict the Γreg > 0 regulator
to those diagrams that are free from photons, and evaluate all photonic corrections at
zero width. More precisely, we will adopt the following approach, which is applicable at
O(αnSα2) for the case of stable W bosons as well as for decaying W bosons in NWA:
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• the physical width of all unstable particles (W,Z, t,H) is never included in the cor-
responding propagators, and the corresponding masses, as well as the related mixing
angles and Higgs couplings, are treated as real parameters, i.e. the complex mass
scheme is not used;
• external W bosons are kept on their mass shell, p2W = M2W ;
• in diagrams that do not involve photons, possible W , Z, H, and top-quark propaga-
tors are regularised as 1/(Q2 −M2 + iΓregM) with a small technical width Γreg.
The dependence of physical observables on the value of Γreg must be regarded as a small un-
certainty associated with a gauge-dependent O(Γreg) deformation around the exact gauge-
invariant limit Γreg → 0 limit. In this respect, it should be stressed that, thanks to the
smooth convergence of the Γreg → 0 limit, these violations of gauge invariance are control-
lable, in the sense that they can be quantified and systematically reduced by chosing an
appropriate Γreg value.
11
Results presented in section 6 have been obtained using Γreg = 1 GeV, which turns out
to guarantee good numerical stability and negligible Γreg dependence. More precisely, we
have checked that for all integrated and differential results presented in section 6 the shift
resulting from variations of Γreg between 0.1 and 1 GeV is well below one percent.
5 Setup of the simulation
As input parameters to simulate W+ multijet production at NLO QCD+EW we use the
gauge-boson, Higgs-boson, and top-quark masses
MZ = 91.1876 GeV, MW = 80.385 GeV, MH = 126 GeV, mt = 173.2 GeV. (5.1)
The corresponding Lagrangian parameters are kept strictly real since we treat all heavy
particles as stable. The electroweak couplings are derived from the gauge-boson masses
and the Fermi constant, Gµ = 1.16637× 10−5 GeV−2, in the Gµ-scheme (3.6). The CKM
matrix is assumed to be diagonal, while colour effects and related interferences are included
throughout, without applying any large-Nc expansion.
For the calculation of hadron-level cross sections we employ the NNPDF2.3 QED
parton distributions [68], which include NLO QCD and LO QED effects, and we use the
PDF set corresponding to αS(MZ) = 0.118.
12 Matrix elements are evaluated using the
running strong coupling supported by the PDFs and, consistently with the variable flavour-
number scheme implemented in the NNPDFs, at the top threshold we switch from five to
six active quark flavours in the renormalisation of αS. All light quarks, including bottom
quarks, are treated as massless particles, and top-quark loops are included throughout in
the calculation. The NLO PDF set is used for LO as well as for NLO QCD and NLO EW
predictions. Using the same PDFs for LO and NLO predictions exposes matrix-element
11This is completely different with respect to violations of gauge invariance in process that involve physical
resonances.
12To be precise we use the NNPDF23 nlo as 0118 qed set interfaced through the LHAPDF library 5.9.1.
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correction effects in a more transparent way. In particular, it guarantees that NLO EW K-
factors remain free from QCD effects related to the difference between LO and NLO PDFs.
The renormalisation scale µR and factorisation scale µF are set to
µR,F = ξR,Fµ0 with µ0 = HˆT/2, (5.2)
where HˆT is the scalar sum of the transverse energy of all partonic final-state particles,
HˆT =
∑
partons
ET =
∑
i
ET,ji + ET,γ +
√
p2T,W +M
2
W . (5.3)
Our default scale choice corresponds to ξR = ξF = 1, and theoretical uncertainties are
assessed by applying the scale variations (ξR, ξF) = (2, 2), (2, 1), (1, 2), (1, 1), (1, 0.5),
(0.5, 1), (0.5, 0.5). As shown in [20–25] the scale choice (5.2) guarantees a good perturbative
convergence for W+ multijet production over a wide range of observables and energy scales.
For the definition of jets we employ the anti-kT algorithm [110] with R = 0.4. More
precisely, in order to guarantee IR safeness in presence of NLO QCD and EW corrections,
we adopt the democratic clustering approach introduced in section 2.4, treating QCD jets
and photons as separate physics objects. To this end we impose an upper bound zthr = 0.5
to the photon energy fraction inside jets, and the recombination of collinear (anti)quark-
photon pairs is applied within a cone of radius Rrecγq = 0.1.
6 NLO QCD+EW predictions for W+ + 1, 2, 3 jets at the LHC
In the following we present a series of NLO QCD+EW simulations for W+ production
in association with one, two, and three jets in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV. Events
are categorised according to the number of jets in the transverse-momentum and pseudo-
rapidity region defined by
pT,j > 30 GeV, |ηj | < 4.5, (6.1)
and for each W + n-jet sample we present an inclusive analysis, where we do not impose
any selection cut apart from requiring the presence of n (or more) jets. In addition, to
study the high-energy behaviour of EW corrections, we also consider cross sections and
distributions in presence of one of the following cuts:
pT,W > 1 TeV , pT,j1 > 1 TeV , or H
tot
T > 2 TeV . (6.2)
Here j1 denotes the first jet, while the total transverse energy H
tot
T is defined in terms of
the jet and W -boson transverse momenta13 as
HtotT = pT,W +
∑
k
pT,jk , (6.3)
where all jets that satisfy (6.1) are included.
13Note that at variance with the definition (5.3) of HˆT, here we use transverse momenta and not transverse
energies.
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Our default NLO results are obtained by combining QCD and EW predictions,
σNLOQCD = σ
LO + δσNLOQCD, σ
NLO
EW = σ
LO + δσNLOEW , (6.4)
with a standard additive prescription
σNLOQCD+EW = σ
LO + δσNLOQCD + δσ
NLO
EW , (6.5)
where δσNLOQCD and δσ
NLO
EW correspond to pp → W + n-jet contributions of O(αn+1S α) and
O(αnSα2), respectively. As LO contributions, in sections 6.1–6.3 only the leading-QCD
terms of O(αnSα) will be included, while subleading Born contributions and photon-induced
terms will be discussed in section 6.4. In order to identify potentially large effects due to
the interplay of EW and QCD corrections beyond NLO, we will also consider the following
factorised combination of EW and QCD corrections,
σNLOQCD×EW = σ
NLO
QCD
(
1 +
δσNLOEW
σLO
)
= σNLOEW
(
1 +
δσNLOQCD
σLO
)
. (6.6)
If this approach can be justified by a clear separation of scales — such as in situations
where QCD corrections are dominated by soft interactions well below the EW scale —
the factorised formula (6.6) can be regarded as an improved prediction. Otherwise, the
difference between (6.5) and (6.6) should be considered as an estimate of unknown higher-
order corrections.
In the following sections, we will present QCD+EW and QCD×EW NLO corrections
relative to σNLOQCD, which corresponds to the ratios
σNLOQCD+EW
σNLOQCD
=
(
1 +
δσNLOEW
σNLOQCD
)
, (6.7)
σNLOQCD×EW
σNLOQCD
=
(
1 +
δσNLOEW
σLO
)
. (6.8)
Note that the QCD×EW ratio (6.8) corresponds to the usual NLO EW correction relative
to LO, which is free from NLO QCD effects, while the QCD+EW ratio (6.7) depends on
σNLOQCD. In particular, for observables that receive large NLO QCD corrections, the relative
QCD+EW correction can be drastically suppressed as compared to the QCD×EW one.
This feature is typically encountered in observables that receive huge QCD corrections of
real-emission type. In such situations, NLO QCD+EW predictions for pp → W + n jets
are dominated by tree-level contributions with one extra jet, and the inclusion of NLO
QCD+EW corrections for pp→W + (n+ 1) jets becomes mandatory.
Thanks to the high efficiency of the employed tools, the simulation of W+multijet
production at NLO QCD+EW requires a moderate amount of computing resources. The
runtime needed to achieve very high statistical accuracy, at the level of 0.1%, in the NLO
QCD+EW integrated cross section amounts to about 13, 210 and 6300 CPU hours for
pp → W+ + 1, 2, 3 jets, respectively.14 In order to obtain 0.1% statistical accuracy also in
14The stated runtimes refer to a single core and are estimated from runs on a cluster based on Intel R©
Xeon R© E5-2660 (20MB Cache, 2.20GHz) processors by means of an extrapolation to an overall statistical
error of 0.1% wrt. σNLOQCD+EW.
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W+ + 1j inclusive ∆φj1j2 < 3pi/4 H
tot
T > 2 TeV pT,j1 > 1 TeV pT,W+ > 1 TeV
σNLOQCD [pb] 15664
+5%
−5% 13429
+2%
−3% 0.231
+27%
−20% 0.181
+25%
−19% 0.050
+10%
−10%
σNLOQCD+EW [pb] 15621
+5%
−5% 13380
+2%
−3% 0.245
+26%
−19% 0.195
+25%
−18% 0.040
+6%
−8%
σNLOQCD+EW/σ
NLO
QCD 1.00
+5%
−5% 1.00
+2%
−3% 1.06
+26%
−19% 1.07
+25%
−18% 0.80
+6%
−8%
σNLOQCD×EW/σ
NLO
QCD 1.00
+5%
−5% 1.00
+2%
−3% 1.45
+24%
−18% 1.41
+23%
−17% 0.70
+9%
−10%
σLO/σNLOQCD 0.73
+12%
−10% 0.86
+12%
−10% 0.14
+23%
−18% 0.18
+23%
−18% 0.65
+23%
−18%
Table 2. Integrated pp → W+ + 1j cross sections with inclusive cuts (6.1) and in presence of
additional cuts. Born cross sections (σLO) include only the leading QCD contributions of O(αSα).
the phase-space region with HtotT > 2TeV, where the cross section is suppressed by about
4 orders of magnitude, less than a factor 10 of extra CPU time is needed (without using
any generation cut). For all processes under consideration, the evaluation of the NLO EW
corrections consumes a subleading part of the total CPU budget.
6.1 W+ + 1 jet
Among the various W+(multi)jet production processes, the inclusive production of a W
boson in association with (at least) one jet is the one that features the strongest sensitivity
to NLO QCD radiation. This is clearly illustrated by the results shown in figures 13–14
and table 2. In particular, large NLO QCD effects arise in the tails of the inclusive
distributions in the W -boson and in the jet transverse momenta, shown in the left plot
of figure 13. For the W -boson pT distribution NLO QCD corrections exceed 50%, while
in the case of the jet-pT distribution they become as large as 400% at 1 TeV. As is well
known, this extreme behaviour is due to the fact that W -boson production in association
with very hard jets is dominated by W+multijet events where two or more high-pT jets
recoil against each other, while the W boson tends to be rather soft [7, 8, 10, 35]. In this
kinematic regime, inclusive NLO simulations of pp→ W + 1j are dominated by tree-level
contributions with two jets, which results in large scale uncertainties. The inclusion
of NLO corrections for W+multijet production is thus mandatory for a well-behaved
theoretical prediction of the inclusive jet-pT spectrum. Predictions for pp → W + 1j
at NLO QCD are perturbatively stable only in presence of ad-hoc cuts that separate
one-jet configurations form the bulk of the extra jet emission. As shown in the right
plot of figure 13, this can be achieved by means of a veto against dijet configurations
with azimuthal separation ∆φjj > 3pi/4. Thanks to this cut, which avoids hard events
characterised by a back-two-back dijet system with ∆φjj → pi, NLO QCD correction
become acceptably small and reasonably stable, even at very large jet pT.
As discussed in the following, the behaviour of NLO EW effects is strictly connected to
the one of NLO QCD corrections. The shape of NLO EW corrections to the inclusive W -
boson pT distribution (figure 13, left) is consistent with the expected presence of negative
Sudakov logarithms that grow as ln2(sˆ/M2W ). However, in the tail we observe a large gap
between QCD+EW and QCD×EW predictions, which points to the presence of sizable EW
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Figure 13. Distributions in the transverse momenta of the W boson and of the first jet for
inclusive (left) W+ + 1j production and with a cut ∆φj1j2 < 3pi/4 (right). Absolute LO (light
blue), NLO QCD (green), NLO QCD+EW (red) and NLO QCD×EW (black) predictions (upper
panel) and relative corrections with respect to NLO QCD (lower panels). The bands correspond to
scale variations, and in the case of ratios only the numerator is varied. The distribution in pT,j1 is
rescaled by a factor 10−3.
higher-order effects that are not captured by the NLO QCD+EW approximation. This is
clearly due to the fact that the NLO QCD cross section involves large radiative contribu-
tions that are effectively described at LO EW accuracy only. In any case, it is clear that
NLO EW effects are large. Noteworthy, already for pT,W & 300 GeV they become larger
than the NLO QCD uncertainties. For the inclusive jet-pT distribution, due to the huge
impact of QCD radiation, NLO EW corrections behave in a pathological way. The expected
Sudakov suppression is completely absent, and above 1 TeV one observes a strong enhance-
ment. This can be attributed to O(αSα2) mixed EW-QCD contributions to hard-dijet
plus soft-W events [35], which result from the interference between diagrams of type 8a–8c
and 9a–9d. The increase at large pT can be understood as a PDF effect at large Bjoerken x.
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Figure 14. Distribution in HtotT for inclusive (left) W
+ + 1j production and with a cut
∆φj1j2 < 3pi/4 (right). Curves and bands as in figure 13.
As can be seen in the right plot of figure 13, in presence of the cut on ∆φjj , the
improved perturbative QCD convergence leads to a consistent Sudakov behaviour for the
NLO EW corrections to the W - and jet-pT distributions. These two observables behave
in a quite similar way, as expected for exclusive W + 1j events, where the jet and the
W boson recoil against each other, and the size of the corrections is around −40% at
pT = 2 TeV. Note that, in presence of the cut on ∆φjj , EW corrections exceed NLO QCD
scale variations already at pT ∼ 200 GeV. The gap between the EW+QCD and EW×QCD
curves completely disappears in the case of the jet-pT distribution, while for the W -boson
pT it remains problematic, due to the persistence of sizable QCD effects.
The distribution in HtotT , shown in figure 14, behaves in a qualitatively similar way as
the jet-pT distribution. However, also in presence of the ∆φjj cut, this observable remains
very sensitive to NLO QCD radiation, and the QCD×EW curve indicates that the observed
NLO QCD+EW correction of −25% at HtotT = 4 TeV might be underestimated by up to a
factor two.
In summary, the strong sensitivity of W +1 jet production to NLO QCD real emission,
which is effectively described at LO accuracy, leads to a sizable scale dependence and to an
underestimate of EW correction effects in various observables. This calls for the calculation
of NLO QCD+EW corrections to W + 2j and W + 3j production that we are going to
present in the following sections. Numerical results for pp→ W+ + 1j cross sections with
different cuts are collected in table 2.
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W+ + 2j inclusive HtotT > 2 TeV pT,j1 > 1 TeV pT,W+ > 1 TeV
σNLOQCD [pb] 4349
+0%
−4% 0.364
+12%
−13% 0.202
+2%
−6% 0.048
+0%
−7%
σNLOQCD+EW [pb] 4316
+1%
−4% 0.329
+8%
−10% 0.173
+1%
−9% 0.033
+6%
−25%
σNLOQCD+EW/σ
NLO
QCD 0.99
+1%
−4% 0.90
+8%
−10% 0.86
+1%
−9% 0.69
+6%
−25%
σNLOQCD×EW/σ
NLO
QCD 0.99
+1%
−4% 0.85
+10%
−11% 0.84
+0%
−4% 0.71
+0%
−8%
σLO/σNLOQCD 0.92
+24%
−17% 0.64
+31%
−23% 0.90
+32%
−23% 1.05
+33%
−23%
Table 3. Integrated pp → W+ + 2j cross sections with inclusive cuts (6.1) and in presence of
additional cuts. Born cross sections (σLO) include only the leading QCD contributions of O(α2Sα).
6.2 W+ + 2 jets
Distributions and integrated cross sections for pp→W++2j are presented in figures 15–17
and table 3, respectively. When the W boson is accompanied by two jets, all one-particle
inclusive pT distributions, shown in the left plot of figure 15, are quite stable with respect to
NLO QCD corrections. Scale uncertainties at NLO QCD are generally very small, and even
in the tails they hardly exceed 10%. The NLO EW corrections show a standard Sudakov
behaviour and exceed NLO QCD uncertainties already at a few hundred GeV. For the W -
boson pT distribution they behave very similarly as in the case of pp→ W + 1j, reaching
−40% at 2 TeV. The EW corrections to the jet-pT distributions are significantly smaller.
At 2 TeV they are around −20%, both for the first and for the second jet. Moreover, in
the tails of the jet-pT distributions, the trend of increasingly negative Sudakov corrections
gets suppressed due to positive contributions from mixed EW-QCD bremsstrahlung, which
result from interferences between diagrams of type 11a and 11c.
In figure 15, results for inclusive pT distributions (left) are compared to the same ob-
servables in presence of a cut HtotT > 2 TeV (right). The region of high H
tot
T plays a central
role for BSM searches, and the upper right plot in figure 15 provides insights into the
interplay between W -boson and jet transverse momenta in this kinematic region. The in-
teresting part of the plot is the pT-range below H
tot
T,cut/2, where the H
tot
T cut is not trivially
fulfilled, and the distributions behave in a significantly different way from the inclusive case.
The shape of the various distributions can be understood in terms of a hard-W regime —
where the W boson carries pT & HtotT,cut/2 and recoils against all jets — and a soft-W regime
— where the hardness of the event is driven by two back-to-back jets with pT & HtotT,cut/2.
The transition between these two regimes is controlled by the W -boson pT, whose distribu-
tion features a sharp change around pT,W = H
tot
T,cut/2. When the W -boson pT enters the re-
gion below HtotT,cut/2 and approaches the soft regime, we observe that the growth of the cross
section is drastically reduced as compared to the hard-W regime. This indicates that, at
largeHtotT , hard dijet signatures with softW bosons tend to be favoured, butW -boson emis-
sions are distributed in a rather smooth way from low to high pT. This is consistent with
the flatness of the pT-distribution of the second jet, which shares the first-jet recoil with the
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Figure 15. Distributions in the transverse momenta of the W boson and the first two jets for
inclusive (left) W+ + 2j production and with a cut HtotT > 2 TeV (right). The distributions in the
n-th jet pT are rescaled by factors 10
−3n. Curves and bands as in figure 13.
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Figure 16. Distributions in the azimuthal separation of the first two jets for inclusive (left)
W+ + 2j production and with a cut HtotT > 2 TeV (right). Curves and bands as in figure 13.
W boson when the latter is not the hardest object. As for the first-jet pT, the peak at pT =
HtotT,cut/2 indicates that the cross section is dominated by events where the W boson and the
second jet recoil against the first jet, while the regionHtotT,cut/4 < pT < H
tot
T,cut/2 corresponds
to the hard-W regime, where the two jets recoil against a W boson with pT > H
tot
T /2.
For what concerns the behaviour of NLO corrections, we observe that, in contrast to
the inclusive case, in the pT-region sensitive to the H
tot
T,cut, i.e. below H
tot
T,cut/2, the various
pT distributions involve very strong NLO QCD corrections of O(100%) and correspond-
ingly large NLO scale uncertainties. This can be attributed to the fact that the cut on
HtotT can be efficiently saturated through QCD real-emission processes. Again, the fact
that extra jet emission is effectively described at LO accuracy leads to underestimated
EW correction effects. These features are clearly visible in the transition region around
HtotT,cut/2, where the relative QCD+EW correction jumps by about a factor two as com-
pared to the smooth QCD×EW prediction. Apart from the problematic interplay of NLO
QCD and EW corrections, the latter grow continuously with pT,W as expected from EW
Sudakov logarithms. The opposite trend in the second-jet pT distribution is due to the
fact that, below HtotT,cut/2, large pT,j2 corresponds to small pT,W and vice versa. Let us
point out that the behaviour of the W -boson pT distribution in the right plot of figure 15
is relevant for BSM searches that require very large HtotT without a correspondingly high
cut on the leptonic and/or missing transverse energy. In this case, the W + 2j background
is clearly dominated by the region pT,W < H
tot
T,cut/2, where the H
tot
T cut leads to a bad
perturbative QCD behaviour. This calls for higher-order corrections to W + 3j production
and, ultimately, for matching to the parton shower and multi-jet merging at NLO.
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Figure 17. Distributions in HtotT (left) and in the invariant mass of the first two jets (right) for
inclusive W+ + 2j production. Curves and bands as in figure 13.
Figure 16 presents the distribution in the azimuthal separation between the first two
jets, ∆φj1j2 , i.e. the variable used to isolate hard dijet configurations in section 6.1. The
left plot shows that inclusive W+ + 2-jet production is dominated by back-to-back dijet
configurations, while the collinear peak around pi/6 remains clearly subdominant. For
such an inclusive observable, NLO EW corrections are essentially negligible, and QCD
corrections are rather small and stable. In presence of a cut HtotT > 2 TeV (right plot),
∆φj1j2 allows to discriminate the hard-W regime — where all jets are in the hemisphere
opposite to the W boson — from the soft-W regime — where the jets are back-to-back. As
expected, the largest EW corrections are observed in the hard-W regime (small ∆φj1j2),
where they amount to about −20%, consistently with the inclusive result at pT = 1 TeV.
In the soft-W regime (large ∆φj1j2) NLO EW effects are much less pronounced. This is in
part due to the fact that hard jets receive smaller EW Sudakov corrections as compared
to hard W bosons. Moreover, the presence of O(100%) QCD corrections induces a further
strong suppression of NLO EW effects in this region.
The distribution in HtotT , displayed in figure 17, provides further evidence of the poor
stability of this observable with respect to QCD radiation effects. In the tail, NLO QCD
and EW corrections approach the 100% and 10% level, respectively, and the QCD×EW
curve suggests that the importance of NLO EW corrections is underestimated by a factor
2 in the NLO QCD+EW prediction. Finally, the distribution in the invariant mass of
the first two jets (figure 17, right) behaves in a very different way: NLO EW corrections
turn out to be very small and almost completely independent of the dijet mass, even in
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W+ + 3j inclusive HtotT > 2 TeV pT,j1 > 1 TeV pT,W+ > 1 TeV
σNLOQCD [pb] 1135
+1%
−11% 0.377
+0%
−12% 0.161
+6%
−35% 0.038
+0%
−14%
σNLOQCD+EW [pb] 1120
+1%
−12% 0.313
+3%
−26% 0.123
+20%
−65% 0.026
+8%
−40%
σNLOQCD+EW/σ
NLO
QCD 0.99
+1%
−12% 0.83
+3%
−26% 0.76
+20%
−65% 0.69
+8%
−40%
σNLOQCD×EW/σ
NLO
QCD 0.99
+1%
−11% 0.84
+1%
−14% 0.83
+9%
−37% 0.72
+1%
−14%
σLO/σNLOQCD 1.02
+40%
−26% 1.05
+42%
−28% 1.43
+42%
−28% 1.09
+43%
−28%
Table 4. Integrated pp → W+ + 3j cross sections with inclusive cuts (6.1) and in presence of
additional cuts. Born cross sections (σLO) include only the leading QCD contributions of O(α3Sα).
the multi-TeV range. This is explained by the fact that, in absence of an explicit high-pT
requirement, the region of large dijet mass is dominated by t-channel production at small
pT. Note that in the tail of the mj1j2 distribution QCD corrections become large, which
results in sizable scale uncertainties.
In summary, NLO QCD+EW predictions for pp → W + 2j show a significantly im-
proved perturbative stability as compared to the W + 1j case. Nevertheless, the strong
sensitivity of certain observables — in particular HtotT —to NLO QCD radiation calls for
the extension of NLO QCD+EW calculations to W + 3-jet production.
6.3 W+ + 3 jets
Numerical results for pp → W+ + 3j at NLO QCD+EW are presented in figures 18–20
and in table 4. At variance with the W + 2j case, for one-particle inclusive pT distri-
butions, shown in figure 18, we find stable NLO QCD predictions only for the W boson
and the third jet, while the distributions in the pT of the first two jets receive sizable
negative QCD corrections in the region around 1 TeV. This suggests that the QCD scale
choice (5.2) might be suboptimal for W + 3j final states, and, in order to achieve better
perturbative convergence, alternative dynamical scales should be considered. For instance,
figure 18 indicates that using µ0 = HˆT instead of µ0 = HˆT/2, which corresponds to the
lower boundary of the LO uncertainty band, would already improve the convergence in a
significant way. However, in this paper we will stick to the standard choice (5.2) that was
used in the most recent ATLAS analysis [3], and we defer a detailed study of alternative
scale choices to a future publication.
As far as predictions obtained at the central scale µ0 = HˆT/2 are concerned, NLO
EW corrections in figure 18 are well behaved: the tails of all pT distributions feature
the expected EW Sudakov suppression, and the quantitative impact of the corrections is
rather consistent with what is observed in the W + 2j case. For the first- and second-jet
pT-distributions, the QCD×EW curve suggests that the NLO QCD+EW approximation
might overestimate EW correction effects, as a result of the negative QCD corrections. For
what concerns scale variations, the fact that NLO QCD and NLO EW corrections are both
very large leads to a very strong scale dependence at high pT. This illustrates, once again,
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that the optimal convergence of QCD predictions plays a key role for the stability of NLO
QCD+EW predictions.
A very good perturbative convergence is found in figure 19 for the HtotT distribution
(left). In presence of three associated jets this important observable receives fairly small
QCD corrections. The NLO QCD+EW approximation can thus be regarded as a reliable
description of EW correction effects, which reach −20% at HtotT = 4 TeV. For the distri-
bution in the invariant mass of the first two jets, shown in the right plot of figure 19, a
similar picture as in the case of W + 2j production emerges. In particular EW corrections
remain negligible in the entire mj1j2 range.
Also the distribution in the azimuthal angular separation of the two hardest jets, shown
in figure 20, behaves in a fairly similar way as for W + 2j production. In particular, a cut
HtotT > 2 TeV (right plot) induces EW corrections around −20% in the hard-W regime
(small ∆φj1j2) while in the soft-W regime (large ∆φj1j2) NLO EW effects are clearly less
pronounced.
Numerical results for pp→W+ + 3j cross sections with different cuts are collected in
table 4.
6.4 Subleading and photon-induced Born contributions
In the following we briefly discuss the numerical impact of subleading and photon-induced
Born contributions to the production of a W+ boson in association with n = 1, 2, 3 jets.
As discussed in section 4.3, the production of W + 2, 3 jets receives pure EW contribu-
tions of O(αn−2S α3) as well as contributions of O(αn−1S α2) from interferences of QCD- and
EW-type diagrams in the four-quark channels. In addition, the production ofW+1, 2, 3 jets
can proceed through different γ-induced processes, as discussed in section 4.4. The pure
EW contributions and the resonant γγ-induced processes of pure EW-type at O(αn−2S α3)
involve physical Z, W, and top-quark resonances, which are regularized by their correspond-
ing physical decay widths.15 The impact of the resulting violation of gauge invariance due
to the approximation of an on-shell W was found to be at the small percent level of the
respective contribution. A consistent gauge-invariant treatment for these processes at NLO
will require a full SM calculation with decays.
Results for integrated cross sections and distributions are listed in table 5 and
figures 21–23, respectively. As far as subleading Born contributions are concerned, in the
integrated W +2, 3 jet cross sections EW-QCD mixed Born effects of O(αn−1S α2) are at the
permil level, while the pure EW contributions of O(αn−2S α3) are one order of magnitude
larger. This is due to the presence of resonances that correspond to di-boson and single-
top production (with hadronic decays of a W− or Z boson). The relative importance of
EW-QCD Born interference terms grows with the jet-pT, and at 1 TeV these contributions
reach 11% (14%) in pp → W+ + 2j (3j). This enhancement can also be understood as a
PDF effect where the contribution of the four-quark channel increases over the two-quark
channel due to a relative increase of the quark PDFs over the gluon PDFs for large x. In
certain phase-space regions, EW-QCD interference contributions become negative.
15We use the following values of the relevant particle widths, which are calculated at LO from the
parameters stated in section 5, ΓW = 2.04544 GeV, ΓZ = 2.44408 GeV, and Γt = 1.50175 GeV.
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Figure 18. Distributions in the transverse momenta of the W boson and of the first three jets for
inclusive W+ + 3j production. The distributions in the n-th jet pT are rescaled by factors 10
−3n.
Curves and bands as in figure 13.
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Figure 19. Distributions in HtotT (left) and in the invariant mass of the first two jets (right) for
inclusive W+ + 3j production. Curves and bands as in figure 13.
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Figure 20. Distributions in the azimuthal separation of the first two jets for inclusive (left)
W+ + 3j production and with a cut HtotT > 2 TeV (right). Curves and bands as in figure 13.
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Born order W+ + 1j inclusive HtotT > 2 TeV pT,j1 > 1 TeV pT,W+ > 1 TeV
O(α2) σBornγp /σNLOQCD 0.0031+14%−14% 0.0173+1%−1% 0.0221+1%−1% 0.0805+1%−1%
Born order W+ + 2j inclusive HtotT > 2 TeV pT,j1 > 1 TeV pT,W+ > 1 TeV
O(αSα2) σBornpp /σNLOQCD 0.0008+14%−11% 0.0659+19%−15% 0.1085+19%−15% −0.0006−30%+21%
O(α3) σBornpp /σNLOQCD 0.0345+6%−8% 0.0562+11%−10% 0.0792+11%−10% 0.0728+12%−10%
O(αSα2) σBornγp /σNLOQCD 0.0014+11%−10% 0.0083+9%−8% 0.0103+9%−8% 0.0426+9%−8%
O(α3) σBornγγ /σNLOQCD < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.0001+9%−8%
Born order W+ + 3j inclusive HtotT > 2 TeV pT,j1 > 1 TeV pT,W+ > 1 TeV
O(α2Sα2) σBornpp /σNLOQCD 0.0018+23%−17% 0.0796+28%−21% 0.1351+28%−21% 0.0016+43%−30%
O(αSα3) σBornpp /σNLOQCD 0.0619+10%−8% 0.0670+21%−16% 0.0947+21%−16% 0.0831+22%−17%
O(α2Sα2) σBornγp /σNLOQCD 0.0011+21%−15% 0.0057+18%−14% 0.0073+18%−15% 0.0197+18%−14%
O(αSα3) σBornγp /σNLOQCD ≶ ±0.0001 ≶ ±0.0001 ≶ ±0.0001 ≶ ±0.0001
O(α4) σBornγp /σNLOQCD 0.0014+15%−15% 0.0013+2%−2% 0.0018+2%−2% 0.0057+2%−2%
O(αSα3) σBornγγ /σNLOQCD < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001
Table 5. Integrated cross sections for pp→ W+ + n jet production with n = 1, 2, 3 with inclusive
cuts (6.1) and in presence of additional cuts: O(αn−1S α2) mixed EW-QCD, O(αn−2S α3) pure EW,
photon-proton induced Born contributions of O(αn−1S α2) . . .O(αn+1) and photon-photon induced
contributions of O(αn−2S α3). The various contributions are normalised to corresponding NLO QCD
predictions.
Photon-induced effects induce only permil-level contributions to the various inclusive
cross sections. Still, the increasing importance of the photon density at high Bjorken
x leads to an enhancement of γ-induced cross sections at large W -boson transverse
momenta. At pT,W+ > 1 TeV, the dominant O(αn−1S α2) photon-induced contributions
to W+ + 1, 2, 3 jets are around 8%, 4%, and 2%, respectively, and their magnitude grows
extremely rapidly up to O(100%) in the multi-TeV range. In this respect, one should
keep in mind that the photon PDF is still very poorly constrained in this regime [68],
and W+jets measurements at large transverse momenta might provide useful input for
a better determination of the photon PDF. We observe that γγ-induced processes are
strongly suppressed in the entire phase space.
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Figure 21. Distributions in the transverse momenta of the W boson and of the first jet
for inclusive W+ + 1j production. In the upper panel absolute predictions for the LO Born
contribution at O(αSα) (light blue) are shown. The distribution in pT,j1 is rescaled by a factor
10−3. In the lower panels photon-proton induced predictions at O(α2) (dark red) are shown
relative to the LO Born contribution. The bands correspond to scale variations, and in the case of
ratios only the numerator is varied.
7 Summary and conclusions
The calculation of electroweak corrections is a central prerequisite for precision tests of
the Standard Model and for new-physics searches at the energy frontier. In particular,
the strong impact of EW corrections on a wide range of processes and observables at the
TeV scale motivates the extension of automated NLO generators from the QCD to the EW
sector of the Standard Model.
In this context, a systematic bookkeeping of all possible EW-QCD interference terms
at NLO is needed. Standard NLO EW corrections of a certain order αnSα
m+1 arise via
insertion of virtual or real electroweakly interacting particles in squared tree amplitudes
of order gnSe
m. But NLO EW corrections at the same order αnSα
m+1 can also arise via
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Figure 22. Distributions in the transverse momenta of the W boson and of the first two jets
for inclusive W+ + 2j production. In the upper panels absolute predictions for the LO Born con-
tribution at O(α2Sα) (light blue) are shown. The distributions in the n-th jet are rescaled by a
factor 10−6n. In the lower panels, on the left, proton-proton induced mixed EW-QCD predictions
at O(αSα2) (dark/light green depending on the sign) and resonant EW predictions at O(α3) (olive)
relative to the LO Born contribution are shown. On the right, photon-proton and photon-photon
induced predictions at O(αSα2) (dark red) and O(α3) (violet), respectively, are shown relative to
the LO Born contribution. Bands as in figure 21.
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Figure 23. Distributions in the transverse momenta of the W boson and of the first n jets for in-
clusive W+ + 3j production. In the upper panels absolute predictions for the LO Born contribution
at O(α3Sα) (light blue) are shown. The distributions in the n-th jet are rescaled by a factor 10−9n.
In the lower panels, on the left, proton-proton induced mixed EW-QCD predictions at O(α2Sα2)
(dark/light green depending on the sign) and resonant EW predictions at O(αSα3) (olive) relative
to the LO Born contribution are shown. On the right, predictions for photon-proton induced pro-
duction at O(α2Sα2) (dark red), O(αSα3) (red/magenta depending on the sign) and O(α4) (yellow)
are shown together with photon-photon induced production at O(αSα3) (violet) relative to the LO
Born contribution. Bands as in figure 21.
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insertion of virtual or real strongly interacting partons in interference terms between tree
amplitudes of order gnSe
m and gn−2S e
m+2. In general, in order to obtain infrared-finite cross
sections, all possible EW-QCD interference terms that contribute at a given order αnSα
m+1
need to be included.
The cancellation of infrared singularities at NLO EW requires the real emission of
QED and possibly also QCD partons, while the factorisation of initial-state collinear sin-
gularities requires QED effects in the PDFs, including a photon density. Moreover, due to
the interplay of QED and QCD IR singularities associated with collinear photon-quark and
photon-gluon pairs inside jets, at NLO EW the infrared-safe definition of jet observables
and the separation of hard jets from hard photons is nontrivial. In this respect we have
discussed a theoretical definition of jets based on democratic jet clustering in combination
with a photon-jet separation formulated in terms of the photon-energy fraction inside jets.
In particular, we have shown that the cancellation of QED and QCD infrared singulari-
ties can be achieved by a simple recombination prescription for photon-quark pairs in a
way that provides an excellent approximation to a rigorous jet definition based on quark
fragmentation functions.
The first key result presented in this paper is the complete automation of NLO
QCD+EW calculations within the OpenLoops one-loop generator in combination with
the Monte Carlo programs Munich and Sherpa. The OpenLoops program generates all
relevant matrix-element ingredients, i.e. one-loop amplitudes, tree amplitudes for Born and
bremsstrahlung contributions, as well as colour-, charge-, gluon-helicity and photon-helicity
correlations that are needed for IR subtractions. Tree and one-loop matrix elements can
be generated at any desired order αnSα
m, including all relevant EW-QCD interferences,
and full NLO Standard Model calculations are also possible. To automate one-loop EW
calculations, all EW Feynman rules have been implemented in the framework of the numer-
ical OpenLoops recursion and complemented by counterterms associated with R2 rational
parts and with the on-shell renormalisation of UV singularities.
All complementary tasks, i.e. the bookkeeping of partonic processes, the subtraction
of IR singularities, and phase space integration, have been automated within Munich
and Sherpa. These two alternative Monte Carlo frameworks are based on the dipole-
subtraction formalism, whose implementation had to be extended from NLO QCD to NLO
QED. In combination with OpenLoops, these tools automate the full chain of operations
— from process definition to collider observables — that enter NLO QCD+EW simulations
at parton level. As far as the efficiency of the simulations is concerned, the fact that
OpenLoops can evaluate one-loop EW matrix elements at a similarly high speed as in the
QCD case opens the route to NLO QCD+EW studies for a very wide range of processes,
up to high particle multiplicity.
As a first nontrivial application, we have presented NLO QCD+EW predictions for
W -boson production in association with one, two, and three jets at the 13 TeV LHC. This
represents the first NLO EW calculation for an LHC process with more than two jets and
for W + n-jet production with n = 2 and n = 3. Since the EW corrections to W+jets
production are expected to be almost independent of the W -boson charge [34], we have
restricted ourselves to the case of positively charged W bosons. Our predictions include
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all O(αn+1S α) and O(αnSα2) contributions to pp → W+ + n jets with stable on-shell W
bosons. At this order, reconciling the on-shell approximation with the presence of res-
onant W propagators at amplitude level is nontrivial. However, the fact that resonant
amplitudes contribute only through interference with non-resonant ones allowed us to reg-
ularise the poles of the relevant propagators with a technical width parameter, in a way
that corresponds to a smooth and numerically negligible deformation with respect to the
gauge-invariant on-shell limit. Using this approach we are going to implement W boson
decays in the narrow-width approximation in the near future.
We have presented various predictions for W+ multijet cross sections and distributions.
For pp → W + 1j, our NLO EW results confirm the well known Sudakov behaviour. The
W -boson pT distribution receives large negative EW corrections, which reach −40% at
2 TeV and are accompanied by NLO QCD corrections of similar size and opposite sign.
Here, and in various other observables, the simultaneous presence of large EW and QCD
corrections implies a sizable uncertainty related to the unknown EW×QCD corrections
of NNLO type. For the distributions in the pT of the first jet and in H
tot
T this problem
becomes dramatic: in the TeV region NLO QCD corrections reach a factor ten, and the
mere inclusion of NLO EW corrections at O(αSα2) is completely insufficient. Actually, in
the multi-TeV region we observe that NLO EW effects lead to a sizable positive correction,
which arises from mixed EW-QCD real-emission contributions, while the expected Sudakov
correction is completely suppressed.
As is well known, the explosion of NLO QCD corrections at high jet-pT is due to the fact
that W+ jets production with a very hard jet is dominated by W+ multijet configurations
where the W boson tends to be produced at moderate transverse momentum, while the
transverse energy of the event is predominantly carried by two (or more) hard jets that
recoil against each other. It is thus clear that, for a meaningful description of the hard-jet
regime, NLO EW corrections must be extended to W + n-jet production with n ≥ 2.
For pp→W+ + 2 jets, although HtotT remains quite sensitive to extra QCD radiation,
the distributions in the W -boson and in the jet transverse momenta feature a good stability
with respect to NLO QCD effects. Thus NLO QCD+EW predictions start providing a re-
liable theoretical description for these observables. At the TeV scale, the pT,W distribution
receives similar NLO EW corrections as in W +1j production, and also the jet-pT distribu-
tions feature the expected Sudakov behaviour. The high relevance of the HtotT variable for
new-physics searches and its strong sensitivity to QCD radiation motivate the extension
of NLO QCD+EW calculations up to pp → W + 3j, where HtotT starts to be stable with
respect to NLO QCD corrections, thereby rendering NLO QCD+EW predictions more
reliable. Similarly as for W + 2j, NLO EW corrections to W + 3j are characterised by
the expected Sudakov suppression in all pT distributions. However the actual size of the
corrections varies significantly, depending on the jet multiplicity of the considered process
and on the individual pT-distribution. The magnitude of EW corrections at high energy
can strongly depend on the type of observable as well. For instance, dijet invariant-mass
distributions turn out to be completely insensitive to EW corrections, all the way up to
the multi-TeV region. Finally, we pointed out that also photon-induced processes and sub-
leading Born terms of O(αn−1α2) and O(αn−2α3), which result from EW contributions to
the matrix elements, can have a sizable impact in the TeV region.
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In summary, EW correction effects in W+multijet production feature a nontrivial de-
pendence on the jet multiplicity, as well as on various kinematical parameters. Their sizable
impact at high energies will play a key role for tests of the Standard Model and for many
BSM searches based on signatures with jets, leptons and missing energy at the TeV scale.
In a forthcoming publication we plan to present more detailed phenomenological results
for vector-boson plus multi-jet production, including the case of W− and Z bosons as well
as leptonic vector-boson decays. Our results motivate also further important developments
of NLO QCD+EW simulations of vector-boson production in association with multiple
jets, including matching to the parton shower and, ultimately, the extension of multi-jet
merging techniques to NLO QCD+EW simulations.
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